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i. introduction
Hie principal and staff of the Marangu Teacher Training tenter, 
Tanganyikaf last Africa, hare experienced a need far instruments ef 
measurement suitable for studying the psychology ef African school 
children. Several obstacle* have effectively prevented the finding 
ef, or the development ef snob measures, Among these obstacles are 
1 ini tat ion ef financial resources, limitation ef tine to devote 
to research, and limitation of personnel qualified to undertake such 
research as would he necessary* Another obstacle is more deeply 
rootedf it is the African himself* In Tanganyika alone, there ere 
nearly 120 tribes, each with it* own langtiage and cultural heritage•
A lingua franca, Swahili, i* used throughout the country, but 
Insight to fundamental psychological processes end phenomena cannot 
be accurately gotten through the medium of a third language • This 
is pointed up fey the experienced difficulty of ennetly esmntinieaiAmg 
to the African meanings which are Western, and vice versa, African 
meanings to the European*
learning or educational achievement 1* .one of the areas ef 
psyehslegieal phenomena needing investigation, and it is ef parti­
cular interest and importance to educators in Africa, Achievement 
in learning is being measured by classroom teacher-made test* and
afegr annually prepared and territorial enaaiaat teas* there
ia in ttM, however, as standardised seaeureraent ef a child's ability 
to learn and M s  ability to profit from teaching in ferns1 school 
situation*.
lAiomftiiea a ability t« l«ax% would ba
useful far the classification af pupils, and far Mktlivt, pit- 
ditti¥« and coup^rstive purposes* In respect to fits individual 
ebild, the inf-erstsfisa would be af value ta tba elaearee® teacher 
far instructional and gttibkiiei purposes.
To obtain such information, a group teat which la aen>*v«rtol 
and essentially aiHttrt*fm ia called for. teat should be
appropriate for'nee with school age children. It should be simple 
enough to administer so that African classroom teachers, naive ia 
standardised testing procedures, could with minimum training, learn 
to accurately fellas isie trust leas for aduisistratioa# the teat 
notorial* f the adMMetra11 on of the teat, sad the scoring must be 
within the limited abilities and financial possibilities found in 
the education system or school. Interpretation of results must be 
possible., and the interpret*t ions applicable to school problewe#
Ifce Geodenough @rsw^i*ifMi lest seews to be a test which wests 
the criteria outlined above and suitable for use in Tangaoyifcim 
schools.
3ii. t m  general v m m m  A m  r m  delimitations
A territory-wide study to investigate the suitability of the 
Goodonough tost would give riit to ex treacly great sampling, training 
and administrative problems* These problewe would bo accompanied by 
transportation and coawutni cation difficulties sad heavy financial 
cost. The imuediate mid priieary concern of the Nhrasgtx Teacher 
Training Centro staff Is essentially restricted to the pupils sod 
students seating to tbs schools of tbs Lutheran Church of Northern 
Tanganyika. These children ore of the Chagga, i*»re* H»rttf Arusha* 
Nasal sad Sea Jo tribes* and is looser numbers from ether tribes*
A study involving only these groups of people weald sloe he s tre~ 
andsta undertaking is that the geographical spread includes oil of 
one sad parts of five other of Tanganyika*» eight Provinces.
Because this study isvolviag standardised testing procedures 
was the first to he undertaken is the geographical ares of the 
Lutheran Church is Northern Tanganyika* sad possibly is the entire 
Territory* it ess believed that a number of hitherto uahtam variables 
associated with standardised testing weald be cento lessen is the course 
of the study* These unknown factors* when, known* slight be control** 
table* To oabark upon an extensive and costly study knowing little 
about the variables involved would very possibly prove foolhardy in 
that the results could be spurious or the study invalidated by 
factors which could hove been control led if known.
It was therefore decided to limit the geographical i m  to U m  
iterangu ataa** The children were Chagge by tribe with the exception 
of some non-Chagga children la tte higher grade levtle* These non-* 
Chagga were bold separate in the study and treated as a group die* 
llaet from the Chagga.
The general problem was to investigate the suitability ef the 
Goedenough feet for use in ItngftfifiliA schools * the problem woe net 
to the extent that the finding* in respect ef the Chagga are trans­
ferable* The research woe therefore la the nature ef a pilot study 
to determine the sdviseability ef a mere extensive laves tig* t lea t 
and to provide illumination ea iee ef the presently unknown 
variables inherent to such an investigation.
in* or m  iweupi
fhe Ceedeaeegh Sraw-A-Msm feet was investigated for the purpose 
ef answering the questions Is the test suitable for M i  in the 
Chagga schools? Implicit to this question are the followings Is 
the test useable in the sense that it can he administered, scored 
and interpreted by the available teaching staff4 sad can the African 
school child perform the task which the test requires? Is the test, 
when performed by the African child* reliable? goes the. test elicit 
responses which show yearly increments giving evidence to progressive
*Htaa is a Swahili word meaning a division or mwm ef land
resembling, though net exactly the same aa« a comity*
5d#VWlOpmeftf ? Art the respans#* »l the African childrea «it^liall|r 
the sane a* the responses of seaMfrisMi children? So the test 
results have anjr prognostic or predictive value for t)u» African
schools?
tv. sm m m s
I* the @09#&oi# l«ti till &0t It l«|^l the alilititt ti 
the teaching staff to adwinlster &or will, it be tee difficult a taste 
far ilia papilla ta perform at different age levels* the hypothesis 
ia based ttpea personal experience with the Africa® teaching staff 
ftfti pupils togsther with a latfltdgs of their abilities*
2* Scoring of the test* and the iaterpretation of the test 
resalts will net be within the lamed late abilities ef the teaching 
staff* The assumption* based upm knowledge ef the teaching staff1 a 
training sad experience* is that there will he little appreciation 
ef the seed far rigid adherence to objectivity* dee to the laete ef 
as experiential background from which each as appreciation is 
developed*
2. There will he no difference between the else ef the rail* 
ability coefficient® obtained in fest-reiest reliability stadias 
with the African results sad those reported in the literature cm 
obtained is America* this hypothesis is based on the assumption that* 
retesting within a relatively short time interval will prelum results 
similar to those ef the first testing, the time elapsed must be 
sufficiently short to exclude increments which could be attributed
0to development by aging* fit* child im assumed to be doing hi* best 
on both occasions*
4* the Goodsmotigh tost will not produce yearly increments of 
the same order of magnitude as %i*» American mov m  indicate. this 
hypothesis in based oa the assumption, wbieh is bached by the liter** 
tore, that the test is mot entirely culture-free and that certain of 
the Goodenough scoring points are affected by environmental factors*
5* there will be no sigsifleant sex differences. The assump­
tion is mads that whereas children ef neither sex hare had experience 
in drawing, in their hoses or in the schools, and since to both 
sexes the features and physics 1 characteristics of asm im general 
sill appear the ease* both beys and girls sill achieve equally sell 
am tbs test#
0# The Gooden©ugh test sill met preside a complete measure ef 
predictive evidence im respect to an individual*s school success* 
but will do so more accurately me a general indicator of group 
success, the assumption 1 ■was.', that nis#©reus uncontrolled variables 
affect an individual•* performance, but that these tend to be counter­
balanced im respect to groups#
7* The usefulness of the Goodeneugh test for purposes ef 
elaseifleatiem, comparison and prediction will met hold with multi- 
tribal groups* The various cultural backgrounds, will, it is assumed, 
affect performance on the test#
8# The usefulness ef the Oeodenough test will decrease after 
subjects reach a particular chronological age level which has yet to
tbe determined for ibc Chagg<i, Inspection of the data tend# to indi* 
cate thia* The teat a# designed by Goodenou&h la fey m b  with 
chi Idren between the ago# of 3 and 13 year#*
v. oescriptiow of tat »nm* - a • m n n tmt
fit# Goodenough »Braw~A~MaaM toot cosmic t# #  imply of aching
the children to draw, titl pencil v a picture of a nan #t a toot
blank or piece of paper* the standard lactractleas ares
#0# these paper# I mot fou to make a picture of a 
man* Hake the wry boot picture that you ©an* fake 
your time and work wry carefully. 1 want to ooo whether 
tli# teys m i  girl# 1# school can go mm well
as these in other schools*'' '^ l^ ry 'very hard cog see what 
good pictures you can a&ks.*
The examiner giro# eneeuragomont, but avoid# any kind of 
suggestion or remark which would influence the nature ef the drawing. 
The child mould wake the beat effort be la capable ef* there ia no 
time limit t however, ten ainutee la ueually ample time for comple­
tion ef the drawing#•
Miaa Goodenough fully describe# the experimental baai# of the
teat* diecuaaee t m  reaulta and indicates the psychological inter*
2preiation# ef the drawing# in her book.
3 the following bear 
direct relation to this research* a-w. . * it fens# a serviceable
*Geedeme*»ght Measurement of Intellicence Jg£ Drawing# (new 
forki World Seek C®®,par^),ri",'ni'2ji<i}, p1#"'"'!!!!#'' r,lt
2IM£.. PP* 14-82* 3Ibld., pp. 81-82.
dtest ef intellectual d#vel#p»eatf * . . useful for waking comparisons 
between groups* • «' «** h~ MIt ia particularly suitable l«r investi~ 
gating the mentality of children frsn foreign homes. • * *» c~ the 
toot io prognostic of school success. a* the average cor re lot ion 
with Stanford Moot toot score# iron age# 4 to It taken separately 
woo +#763* #- Correlation with teacher*# Judgment# of ability wan
♦*444 in the first thro# grad## and insignificant in higher grades, 
f* dir la in genera 1 did hotter than bey# on the test. g»- *lt im
be lie red that the teat throw# considerable light m  the development 
ef conceptual thinking in young children**
Scoring procedures are fully described and samples of drawing# 
with the snoring indicated are provided in the book*4 - the** are two 
elasse# ef drawings* Class A drawings ere these is which the subject 
ef the drawing cannot be recognised. Is Claes a drawings there are 
fifty-one points for scoring* Each point is scored plus or nisn#*
The pluses are given a credit point of one and the minuses a credit 
point of sere.
Various studies have substantiated the validity and the reli­
ability of the test as well as to Identify certain of it# weaknesses 
and strengths* Using various methods for testing reliability, that is, 
tester#tost' and ^split-half* methods, mpmmj® McElwee,® McCarthy,7
Abid.Tap. 8S-1S1.
sLloyd £* fepsen, *fhe iteliability ef the (Soodeaough growing 
fast with Feeble-Minded Subjects,* Journal ef Educational Psychology* 
20M48-451, 192#.
%i* Wm MeElwee, *fhe Reliability ef the Goodensugh test 
Used with Subnormal Children of 14 fears of Age,11 donrnal of
9and Smith8 report r*s ranging from +.65 to +.957* I. H. William®8 
obtained an r of +.801 £ .024 between Goodenough and Stanford Binet 
Mental Ageo and an r of +.651 + .038 for the IQs. Salth^ corre­
lated the Goodenough test with the California Mental Maturity Test, 
Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Test, Metropolitan Achievement Test, 
Every Pupil Scholarship Test and the Otis Higher Examination and
reports that in the main the results obtained follow the Goodenough
11results. McHugh found slightly lower r’s when he correlated the 
Goodenough test with the 1937 revision of the Stanford Binet• He 
also found by using bi-serial r*s that thirty of the 51 scoring points 
contributed to positive relationship between the two tests and the 
correlation coefficient increased when scoring was limited to those 
items. The nine items which had bi-serial r*s above +.30 were the
Applied Psychology, 181217-218, 1932.
7Dorothea McCarthy, MA Study of the Heliability of the Good- 
enough Brewing Test of Intelligence,'* Psychological Bulletin,
34i 789-768, 1937, and Journal of Psychology, 18flS01-H6T"If44.
8F. 0. Smith, "What the Goodenough Intelligence Test Measures,” 
Psychological Bulletin, 34*760-761, 1937.
8J. H. Williams, "Validity and Reliability of the Goodenough 
Intelligence Test,” School and Society, 41f653-656, 1935.
*8Smith, loc* cit.
11C. McHugh, "Relationship Between Goodenough Draw-a-Man 
Test and the 1937 Revision of the 8 tan ford-Binet Test,** Journal 
of Educational Psychology, 36t119-124, 1945. — _
m12
best measure ef relationship betueea the two t«»t«* AnsbaeSser 
reports r *s obtained correlating the Goodenough teat witit the 
l%*liaayy Mental Abilities teat to be within tlie same range a# those 
ef other tests ef intelligence* lottos and SUeh compared the teat 
with the Wechaler Belieroe teat using aged adults ae subjects* and 
they state that the Goodenou&h test ess he seed for a quieb estimate 
of intellectual level*
McCarthy** recognises tbs many advantages of the seals* but 
she cautions see is the use of it as a seals *»r individual diagnosis* 
She sites the subjectivity ef the eeeriag and individual variability 
on the test caused by immediately preceding activities, affective
IIS
states» sad mental content as reasons for caution* McCurdy in a 
etudv ef crone and *e vnriahi 111v on the test,
demonstrates that variability in test performance does occur over a 
lapse of time* but be points out that the same is true for the 
Stanford Binet, but to a lesser degree* The variability of a group 
and for an individual is ef the same order ef magnitude* Marion
**H* 1** Aasbacher, "The mm Test mid
Primary Mental Abilities** Journal of Consulting Psychology* 10i 
170, June 1052*
i a
Allen «• Jones and Thomas A* lich* *fhe Goodonettgh Braw-a- 
Man Test as a Measure ef Intel ligand in Aged Adults,* Journal of
tesiMas, ^
^SMsrthy, Journal of Psychology , eg* ett»« pp. 201-210*
iSHarold orier McCurdy* "Group and Individual Variability on 
the god— — ** Braw-a-Hao Teat," Journal of Bdueationai Pay«bol«nr■ 
3B>428-436, 1M7. ----------------------
16Williams state* that mental growth mm mmmmrmiI bjr the Geodenougli
test* increases by de creasing amounts with the m & r m m  im age. She
also states that the divflepsut of children at different relative
intelligence levels, mm indicated by the Goodenough teat, progresses
along parallel lines* this aha state# is contrary to other similarly
scaled tests which show diverging lines o{ progross at different
intelligence loveIs*
Naomi Stewart says, the G©e<ieneugh Draw-s-Mac tost is **• * *
s most valuable instrument y and as such Is soil worth the of fort
ifrequired to keep it fully up-to-date#* That others also conclude
that the tost is a valuable last rumen t is verified by Louttit and 
10
Brows who surveyed Of institutions* universities* hospitals and 
clinics, engaged in extensive psychological testing* to determine 
whioh toots were soot commonly used* Out of lit tests named as being 
nest commonly used* the G©odeaettgh test ranked third# Only the 
Stanford Mii«iy 1037 Revision, and the veshstsr Bellevue tests sur­
passed it* and in the order named.
Marion U  Silliass* "the Growth of Intelligence as Measured 
by the Goodenough Drawing Tost*1* S m m m i  gf SssUsd Paycbslsiy*
14i239-249, 1090.
17Naomi Stewart« ^Osedwne^h Intelligence Test,** in 0* K* 
*«<*•>♦ **» Fourth hbntei Measurements learbsefc (New Jersey* 
The Gryphen Pres# * 10521) * .Re * «02*
iSC* 8* leuttit and B* 0. arson, *The Use ef Psychometric 
Instrumcisto in Psychological Clinics,” Journal ef Consulting 
Psychology, 11*40-84, 1047*
uvi* mwmtmm m  mmm
Cbagsa. the Cbagp people are Bantu Africans, belonging to 
the Chagga tribe# Ibt Chagga inhabit the slopes ef m* ICillnanjare 
in th« Northern Province mi fanganyifca , Bast Africa*
Primary Scheel* In the Tangany1lean Education systea, Priwary 
Schools are the first schools am4 contain Standard I through IV*
Middle Schools Middle Schools consist of Standards V through
VIII.
District School. In an earlier plan of the Education Depart* 
went of fanganyitea these schools sore to hove Standards V and VI.
A revision of the plan called for the substitution of Middle Schools 
with Standards V through VIII* Am Middle Schools replaced the 
District Schools sens ef the latter were continued to provide an 
additional two years of asheel work for children who were not able 
to obtain places in Middle Schools. In general, therefore, the 
pupils la District Schools subsequent to the establishment of Middle 
Schools were ef poorer academic standard than their fellows who went 
on to Middle Schools.
teacher training Center, these are teacher*preparetion schools 
in which students are trained to' become Primary or Middle School 
teachers. Admission to these Centres cones after a student has 
completed Standard VIII, % me Mill, the course of study is two years 
long* the grade levels are generally referred to as T.T.l for the 
first year of the program end f.f*2 for the second year*
nStandard. The Tanganyikan term for grade le Standard. It 
is roughly equivalent to the American term, Grade. Standard X 
therefore means the let Grade, Standard II means the 2nd Grade.
Pupils and Student a. %  common use age t the term pupil re* 
fere to individuals in the primary and middle school®. The tens 
student refers to individuals in the higher schools such as 
Secondary Schools, Teacher Training Centres, and so on*
A brief historical and geographical orientation together 
with a brief explanation of the Tanganyikan Education system is 
found in Appendix A* This serves to give further contest to the 
research*
The terms, Goodenough test, Brav*a~Man test, Goodenough Test 
of Intelligence, Goodenough Drawing test, Goodenough scale, are 
used interchangeably in the literature, This practice is continued 
in this research report*
chapter n
IBf IBW ©F THE MWMAfffi®I
I* m i  m m  m  children's drawings m  r m  m u m  
or t m  psychology or w m r i t m m  mu groups
The on childmm** drawings and their psychological
implications is riel* tad extensive» Floreses ©ftsdeiissgli prssssts 
• 192 ii«R of tikis literatore for the years ISTf to
192© t sad reviews assy of D s  iteas is her book, Httaooroaont of
s & a a i a e g  a  naagsfc1 » o »  ***'« a »  a s s i  s  m u s a i x
2Drawings sextain* s 104 its* bibliography of the literature which
is essentially European is origin for the jsritd of 199? to 1930#
aoadaaettgl further review* eortaln "Studies is the H^felskgr of
3Children*® Drawings" and gives s 110 lies bibliography* Again, 
Goodenough and Harris ia their article "Studies Is the Psychology 
of Children's Drawings II, M M > 1 M 0 ”4 glv* a further 330 ite*
Vlereaee it* Heasurotaoat of Intelligence hy Drawings
(Hew itrti Her Id Book Company * flSiT^ ' ..
2Helga Eng, The Psychology of © MMfe*1*! UmmiMm (second
lAMiiAn t i»5tr# t It frS, a L1 *TT ’ ■p aiiaf' - Jir 010^ 1110 ■OOlt’XOwf urnCUw I Igptit JOOgO m JKSgaS lOill LvS*, JLWO*; , JpfH •
«
Goodenough, "Studies la the Psychology of Children's drawings," 
Psychological Bulletin, *B«a?M99« W r
4Floron«e L, Geodenowgh sad 0* I* Harris, "Studios in the 
Psychology of Childrenfe Drawings IIt 1929*1949," “
Bulletin, 4?!309*433* 1990.
is
sbibliography* Naomi Stewart , in describing the Goodenough "Test 
ef Intelligence* ia G. E* Bares* the Fourth Mental Measurements 
Tearhssk, I053> lists e SO item fclhliegpaptiy# Whereas there ie 
slight overlap of articles la these bibliographies , each bibliography 
contains a vast majority ef items unique to itself *
XI. of* r«y IXfSBifWB ffffrtAT1*11 fo THE i^g Q|r (XJODENOUGH
m v  * a man test with various facial Am mttmAh groups
itt!b i m k m  Bssi&
Florence Goodenough6 found from the distribution of Goodenough
IQs for a group of 245? Oriental, Spanish Aaeriean, Jewish, Negro
eaW varietas European nationality children living la Tennessee 9
Louisiana and Calif orals, that Southern European sad Negro groups
ranked lever than North American sad Northern European children*
the rank order ef nationality groups corresponded closely with that
7
derived frea other intelligence tests* Bells compared Stanford 
Blast end Goodenotagh XQs of Eskimos, Aleuts and y»A-fa»e la Alaska*
^Westl Stewart* ^teedftae^h XatelMgeaee lost** la o* k* firofl1 
<e<M* 2 a  gwwrtk geytsl Ijisyeiieats fear hook (New Jerseys The 
Gryphon m i « r i W f  1h«' '2S2*
Vlerenc© i. Goodenough, "Racial pi f fere sees la the Intelligence 
of School Children *H Journal of Experimental rpjttholegy, 91388-39?, 
1926.
7W. C« Eel Is* "Mental Ability of the Native Races of Alaska,"
isssai at a e S M  m s M i m *  tm$.
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He found the Goodenough IQ* were ea tit* average higher Has Stanford 
Binet IQ* for all group** The IQ* tended to lucre*** progressively 
with additional slxturt of white blood* The Alaskan native* oooaiod 
to rank above fall blooded American Indian* and Southern negreoo*
g
The finding* of Bussell in hi* windy with Wmi children indicate
no inferiority to white nor**, he report* neon Goodenough IQs of
105*dl £ 17*72 for girl* and 104*60 £ 15*13 for keys* In one study 
a
by Dermis with Kepi children, eAallar results wore reported* the 
average IQ for the group on* 107* In another study* Penal**0 report* 
the average Goodenough IQ for another group of Mopi children to ho 
106*3 with hoy* having a significant advantage over the girls* The 
sox difference 1* attributed to the foot that in the Kepi culture * 
graphic art is traditionally a masculine interest* he alas point* 
out that the younger Children4* drawings of non showed generalised 
human features with few cultural representations* %  10 years of 
ago about one-third of the children drew figures in which cultural 
attributes could he recognised* Donnie concludes that the drawings 
•how an increase in eeeie-differentAction with age* fiavAghurst*
of
ahnu c h i l d * * * * *  g w m i  si I « a a & »  a a a t e a g g #  » ! * * « * • *  1943.
\* Dennis, nperiermmm of lie pi Children in the Brmm a Man 
Teat,” Psychological 1*1Idtin* 301376* 1042*
^$*nai*:§ "The Perfemanee of Sopi Children in Qoodeneugh Draw 
a Man Te*tf« doumal of Comparative Psychology, 34« 341-348* 1043*
If
11Gunther and Fruit studied the perfo nuance of Hopi, Zuni, tia,
Fapago , hav&ho end Sioux Indiana on the Goodenough toot to dotopad.no 
tbs effect of wfirpmmnt apes toot perfermaaee* The firot three 
groups lived in relatively email populations in pueblo towns, the 
ethers lived in larger populations end in more extensive lend areas* 
Their conclusions sore that Indian children from these sis tribes 
did bettor than shite children on the test, that Indian hoys fro® 
the pueblo town groups did hotter than the girls on the tost, and 
that strong evidence to the effect that environment does offeat the 
performance of children on the tost eras presented* The investigators 
also state that Goodenough#s conclusions, *Xn young children a close 
relationship is apparent between concept development as shown is
19
drawing, and general intelligence*1* is supported by cultural data 
on several of these Indian groups, and that the Bras-*a~Jiaa test is 
valid for measuring this aspect of general intelligence*
m m m m  iteg&§«
mFapavassiliou ehtained a correlation coefficient of *«$! 
between the Goodenough test and the Teresa revision of the Stanford
d*'mr|lavighttrat, M. 1* Gunther sad I* X# Pratt, "Environment 
and the 0raw~a<-Msji. Testt The Performance of Indian Children,*1 Journal 
of Abnormal and Social Psychology* 41i§0~G3, ltd#,
II
Goo<te»ousb, «£ &  Brawl*! <S«r
forks World Book Company , 19x1), p . 12*
Itloaanis Fapavasallleus, f*We4es ear 1’application du Test du 
Ssahewae ea Grtes,11 (Hetea on the application ef the btaw^HWan teat 
la Graces), I. glndarparchlat.* Its129-133, 19S0, la Psychological 
Abstracts * 24, liwc ii*
18
14Bluet test wlmm administered 4# CSreek children* la a. second study 
«a r of +*fO between the Goodenough tost sod the Tenaan-SakelluriQU 
tost was obtained. The fe rm&n-s&ke 1 lari os tost is identified by 
iapovaeeillou ss the Greek revision of the Stanford Moot, The 
ian»ti|^tor stated that scoring with American norms* the Goodenough 
test is suitable for Greeks* Sow® modification of the scoring 
system seemed advisable, m  further suggested that separate scale* 
for beys sad girls might be beneficial* the r of +#70, Papavassilieu 
points set is almost tbs ease as the Heodenough «* Stanford Biset r*s 
which haws bees reported by BeGarthy* BeBlwee and Williams and which 
were indicated in Chapter I*
South American Studies#
Bnhrer15 in a classification experiment of the. Soodeaough test 
with 1936 Argentine school children between the ages of 7 and 14 
years in grades 1 * 6 .  found a reliability r of +*966* She found 
that the scores shewed a steady rise from ages 7 to 14. Boys get 
higher scores than girls in the first three grades* but in the upper 
three grads* the girls did better than the beys* The IQs obtained
M x. flu Papa vase ill eu v "The Validity of the Goodenough Brew- 
.-Han fmt i* Or..«," Journal •£ IQSgiteSSl BSBftSMr* **»**♦•
1983#
18Lydia Bufarer* et* al*« "Bnsmyw do tipifieacAda de la pnxeba 
mental "Dibujo do m  hombre* do F. Qoodenough,** (A Classification 
Experiment of Goodeno«gh,s Draw-a^Man Test), jFnbl> Inst* Blotipoi. 




were about seven points bo low Qeodcnough** none*. BeOliveira
on th* otiMf hand, found that whoa the toot wee given to over 4,000
Brasilian children between the ages of H and 10 year*, girls up to
the ago of 0 years wore superior to hey* and after 0 year* of ago,
the boy* a*suaed the superiority* SoOliveira suggests that the
17toot nay correlate highly frith intelligence. Barcolie* in Brasil
18and Eotana in Bolivia, introduce collateral information relative 
to the use of drawing* a* test#* The former found that Mental Ago* 
a* revealed by none drawing teats, wore affected by the emotional 
stability of the children* The latter found that the Bolivian Indian* 
whom ho tested could not grasp the idea of top and hot tom of the 
paper on which they and* their drawing** It nay here bo implied 
that performance on such tost* are affected by factor* extraneous to 
the testing situation and adequate understanding of the subject* a*
BeOliveira, "Test do doesnJte do Ml** Florence Goodenough," 
(fb* Goodenough Brairing feat), Ar<§* d. assist• a psicopat. d* Pern­
ambuco, Mi 70*70, 1032, in Psychological Abstracts. ?, 1033, No* 183b*
If* Fernanda A. V. F» flared! os, wo teste do desonhe e e estnde
da poreonsiidftdo infant!!," (Drawing foot and the Study of Obi Id 
Personality), Hitorsii llwraria fbilwersiiaria, 1952, in Psychological 
Abstracts* 20, IMS, Me* 2420.
180* Eetsnctt "Bossies d’iadien* qnitohene* et aywarao ie 
graphlsm* ot 1’expression graphic," (Drawing* of the ^aochua and 
Ayeere Indian* Writing and tirep&le Expression), Sen# Univ. Podag*
Univ. liters Brux.. lfl33~147, 1983, in Psychological Abstract**
10, 1*3$, Bo# 4173# ■
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Mil a* aa&tre 1 «f a* tmay variables as possible are essential. 
HcCsrtkjr*® has called attention to these factors as well.
MMI W gsai
Wolfsohm found alssost complete eemftrastiwii of tint Coadeaottgh 
results whoa h© tasted 200 children between the ages of six end 
eleven years in Israel * The confirmation was sufficiently great 
so as if Justify the adoption of the lierifffi morses for use in 
Israel*
M a t  m § M m *
at
Huang is confident that the drawing behavior of Chinese
children is quit* similar to that of Western children* he however
disagrees: With Goodenough*» conclusions that, wIn the beginning
22the child draws what he knows rather than what he'sees* • * *w 
by saying that a child draws what he sees naively in contrast to 
the drawings of an artist who sees with a great deal of sophistica-
23
ties and insight based wren knowledge and training* Hsiao revised
*" M^iMMBWMyMWWliMWIWWWb
McCarthy, HA Study mt the Reliability of the Goodenough 
Teat of Int©lligenee<w Jffraaj of Psychology , 18*201-216, 1944*
Wolfsohn, HLiv*ayat hashiwash b’reivhanim bilti milwliyim,” 
(Using non-verbal tests in measuring ixktslXigenee of elementary 
school pupils), ft*ganet (Israel} $il4S*l$?i-i$hl^$t« in Psychological 
Abstracts* 27, 1983, go* 1989.
21
I. Huang, ("The Psychology of Children*a Brewings,”)
(Shanghait Commercial Press, 1938), is Psychological Abstracts, 
18,1989*1#* 3889.
22ilooonoii^ , gg, #lt»* y* 18*
M* Hsiao, (Hsiao*e Revision of Qoodenough*s Test of 
Intelligence for Children), Mgnisgr* Psychol* Edge*, Mat* Cent*
Univ., 4il, 1989, in f^ohel^ieal' ASmtmels § 18, 1941, Mo* 8838*
the Goodenough test for use with Chinese by altering the directions*
lie directions included* **<traw a M  will a abort gown" and he
farther instructed the children to draw a front view and to include
hands* Fingers sad the number of fingers, however* were net scored*
this revision wee standardised on the basis of 4,000 children in
eleven elementary schools in Hanking* His searing criteria ess
validated against age and school per fomsanee* He found no sen
24differences* Chang scored f3^ drawings by children between 
3 and 16 years and weed a seals modified after the Goodenough seals* 
Average age scores sere calculated and age norms constructed on the 
basts of average scores for normal groups in each age* The ease was
dene for average grade scores for each grade* On Chang’s scale*
yearly age score improvement was 4 points for children 3 to 13*5 
years of age and yearly grade score improvement of 4*3 points for 
each grade* I~¥l* Qeedeneugh did net calculate grade scores*
Chang’s age scores shewed yearly increments comparable to Goodeaough♦ 
On the basis of his findings * he concluded that the Geedenoifgh test* 
with certain modi float ions say generally be applied in China* The 
Chinese modifications in searing he states were reasonable since 
they brought about results similar to Qeedenoufis * & *
Chang* (Application of Geedenougti’s Intelligence Test 
by ©rawing' ** CbtoMt*) Chung gem idugatlsa Review, S§s4t«M# 'Mfe*
*» ^syoholoolcal Abstracts; 1ST W 1 K  fl®K
22
SSDatta found that the performance of Bengali children in
India between the ago# of 0 and £3 year®, on drawing a man* revealed
26gradual increases in proficiency w i t h  increase in age* h e n s e l  
administered the Ooodefteugh t o o t  t o  2,600 children between t h e  
a g e #  o f  6 and 20 year# in t h e  C e n t r a l  P r o v i n c e , I n d i a *  Him finding# 
were that t h e  t e a t  w a s  highly reliable, and no d i f f e r e n c e #  between 
the frtMrferwaaee* o f  children free d i f f e r e n t  geographical districts 
appeared• l e y #  excelled g i r l #  a t  m m m  eg#' level#*
gOh found the Gcodeaough teat and the Thorndike Seale of 
Intelligence hed a correlation of *718 when he administered the 
two t e s t s  t o  1 9 0  children b e t w e e n  t h e  ages o f  8  and 9  y e a r s  in 
Seres*
4£E&Se SSS&8&*
Appia s t a t e s  t h a t  t h e  intelligence of French E a s t  African 
children, as estimated through drawing# of a human being, matched
28
A* hatta, "Drawings of Children, ** Indian dearssi of Fsa
lot 178*188, 1888, in Psychological glwitffsSEs* S#/
V* Measel, "The Goodenough Intelligence feat in India,«
iSSEBl tl 4 S B 1 M  SES&tiSSl* *•» 818-824, 1888.
2^Soon Huh keh, "On the Relationship Between Ossdsasngli 
Seale and fheradike goal# in drawing a Man," Stud* Psychel* Ewha 
toman*# 0., Seoul, Korea, It 54-61, 1954, In Psychological Abstract®, 
30, 1988, he* 7203,
eyes
8* Apple, **Xa representation hussaine dans lea dessias 
d• enfant© noire#," (The human Being in Drawing# by Begre Children,)
38
European grades, The developmental increments or accretions were 
typical of ttiese of other studies where Cravings were used as a 
measure of intelligence* He also states that the French East
African children shoved greater creative imagination than, by im~
39plication, that exhibited by European children* Aupdcle admin* 
istered the Goodenough test to Ethiopians* His findings are net 
available* Htmfcin administered the Goodenough test to 3,300 
South African school children between the ages of 6 and 13 years* 
From these results he has nonpareil white and non-white performances 
and supplies new age norms for teats school children* Hunkin 
reports a striking sinilarity between his teedeaeugh test results 
and other investigations Into Bantu intelligence* Bantu children, 
he found, make relatively lower scores than do white children, and 
the discrepancy increases as chronological age Increases* He 
accounts for the difference in the following ways
this may he due to satisfaction with a less perfect 
result! or, as Oates suggests, if puberty is earlier in 
the native than in the White the self-criticism which, 
according to Ooodenough, developes at puberty, may cause 
the check which the critical faculty everts on expression 
through the drawing medium*3*
3dHU Attpiele, "Performances Ethiopiennes au test do Goedeneagh,1* 
(Ethiopian Performances on the Goodenough test), tefanee* 8*169- 
185, 1955, in Psychological Abstracts * 31, 1957, Io7 fill*
2KV. fiunkin, "Validation of the Ooodenough 0raw-a-ite» Test 
for African ChildrenJournal fear Social research, Pretoria,
1(1)*53-63, 1950*
31Hunkin, C£. ett •, p* 63*
1 1 7 2 ! ) 6
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m  further imfer* that eal.ta1rall.3r determined characteristics of 
personality and interests are Ulnljr responsible for the lover 
Bantu scores, rather than a lack of general ability, A slight 
superiority of boys over girl® is reported*
111 another Sooth African study, getewtt presents an addi­
tional set of norms for the Oeedenough test* fhe aoodenough feet 
was one of fire teats standardised for nee in South African native 
schools for which hot cut t was reporting Reset, This set of some 
is on a sin point scale which is based on percentile rankss Very 
superior* 91-100 percentile| Superior* 70-90 percent! lef high 
Average, 31-75 percentile| Low Average, 20-00 percentile$ Inferior, 
11-25 percentile | Very Inferior, 0-10 percentile*
the Hunkin norms agree with high scores of the gstentt Low 
Average class of asms for 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, and 13 years, and the 
low scores of the Sigh Average class of norms for $ and 9 years*
tessEi: M  i i s s i s b^
In summarisation of the findings in these studies, the follow­
ing eoselasAeas art drawn* la using Ileedeasogh** praw-a-Ma« test 
with racial and national g r o u p s  e t h e r  t h a n  the A m e r i c a n  g r o u p  of 
which the standardisation samples were representative, favorable 
opinion to the offset that the test does measure ability to learn, 
or some phase of it, is expressed by the researchers* Cultural and
32B. Betewtt, MThe Measurement of Bwlt* Intelligence,” Journal 
for Social Boacarch. Pretoria, 1(2)I199-203, I960.
a§
•»rir^uk«8ta1 falters is eem instances mitmtited t««t parfoneaace,
aod the test cannot therefore he considered entirely cwliwre^free.
Sex differences ranged from itislgai ficanee to superiority of boys
ctrtr girlo In seas instance* and viee verso in other*. the toot9*
reliability .not validity mm nea«wred 1a sews of the roeiot and
national group: studies* compared favorably with similar studies
where American groups wore wood. In sow instances nodifloations
of the odiftioi®trottoo procedure or of the searing *eetfeod« wore
Indicated, and when mode, these modifications increased the woeful*
m b s  of the toot, a* well o# it* validity*
This thesis is unique to oil preview* studies* including the
Alricsa studies* the French Boot African* and Ethiopian* ore
entirely different racial groups thee the Chagga people end other
Tanganyikan tribes# the South African Bantu* the stifcieei* of
S3Hun kin** research, ' are Southern Sente people* whorooo the Chagga
ore of the Eastern subdivision of the Eastern Bantu* The racial
ancestries of these people ore different # Their owl tore* ore
different* Their politieoi and ooeiol environments ore different*
The similarity between the Bantu of h«tn&lii*s .research and the
Chaggo who ore at*# Bantu* derive* free a classification of these
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CHAPTEH H I
SUBJECTS ABB PHOGEDlJ$£g
X* SOURCE (MT BATA
The Gcedenough Br«w*a~f#&a teat was administered during the 
M€ba4 torsi of « three term selteeX year, in 1937, to pupils end 
students is seven schools is the Hftrtmfu area sf the Mashi District, 
Northern Province, Tanganyika, Best Africa* Brewings were eh* 
tallied free 434 phages beys and 311 Chagga girls is Standard* X 
through f* f« 3* The age range was frea 6 years 11 souths to 
26 years 2 months* Table I indicates the distribution of the 735 
Cbagge children is the seven schools, Standard by Standard and by 
sex* The sample represents all pupils and students present on the 
day of the testing#
All children in both Primary schools and in the Beramgu Ms* 
trict School and Barangc Biddle School were Chagga children# Of 
the 1M  girls in the Aehira Mrls* Middle School, 58 $ were Chagga 
by tribe* In the two Teacher Training centres* 32 % of the girls 
and 44 $ of the beys were Chagga* The nou-Chagga students repre­
sented twelve different tribes* Table IX indicates the distribu­
tion of the 135 nsa*Chagga subjects by school, standard and sex*
Xa 1059, enpplsatentaX data were obtained frm the Principals, 
Headmaster, and Ke&dteachers of the respective school® relative to 
entrance of the children into higher levels of education, to
mTABLE I
distribution m  tmrnm mmrnts mm wmu 
mmmm mm
IWgiWWm®® fit ffmS® y*4 Boy® Oirl*
M M M I
total®
MMNM64H 9Vt®|®-JFJP SSiMNftl 1 SI as SO
II 45 31 vs
111 SO m VS
I? 32 m so
Amhlxm mtimmgf S«lk««l 1 14 as 45
IX i 22 si
111 14 20 34
IV 19 20 ss
m m w k s * M mi#X V 23 s sa
VI It ? 25
Marmiisw Miilcii® School V 40 40
VI 35 35
VII 22 •MM* 22
vill as ***• 29
Ashira Middle School V <*<#* as as
VI ***» 20 20
VII mo® IS IS
fill 4NM 14 14
S8kP6Sfcjj^B Vsasfe®i* 1* t* 1 IS «*» 19
*. t* a 22 ■ «*** m
A«hira Taaofcor VmbmAmg ■ f. t* 1 #w S s
t ♦ f» a mum s s
Total®
failures, and to drop-out after completion of Standards IV, VIII, 
and T* 7« 2 in the years 1227 and 1058.
.u m m  II
©isniXBmoi* or scm-e&MiGA subjects 
drawings m m  obtained
School Standard Boys Girls Totals
Ashira Middle School V ewe* 11 11
VI «M*W id IS
VII * * « * 13 13
VIII eAMww- IS IS
Ashira feacher Training f» *♦ I W>ee 14 14
t + f, a ease It 14
Marangu feaehsr Training f, f. i 22 ** 29
f. f* a 23 •mm- 23
fstals - ©a S3 13©
The teeto were adatiniaterttd to all children present at a 
school on the day of teat tag* Seres days, one day for each school, 
wore used for the administration of the teats, feat blanks 6 x 8 
inches in si see wer® given the children. One aide of the teat 
blank contained mimeographed question® which the children completed 
to furnish information concerning name, age, date of birth, Standard, 
name of school sad the number of brother® and sisters. No use of
mth# information concerning mmtimr of brothers and sisters was 
sidered is this study* Th# drawings were sad# on th# other aid# 
of the blank* A sample of th© toot blank is found in Appendix S*
Pen el 1# wer# proiriOod for tho children9# u m * Instructions wer# 
given in Swahili*
th# pupils of Standards ill and 1? of Msr**»g« f*ri#i*ry So bool 
nor#' retested too weeks following the first tooting ported for tho 
purpose of obtaining data for wo# In reliability studies* the 
sample on this day consisted again of all children present at the 
tine of th# second testing* the drawing# of th# #70 subjects pre- 
ride data for this investigation* About fifty additional drawings 
wer# discarded* these drawings were thrown set of the study hesanse 
son# of then gave evidence of collusion, ethers., be cause they were 
incomplete * like th# head and seek only wer# shewn feat there was 
also evidence of intent to eswplet# the drawing without doing so*
In four Instances, no attempt whatsoever was sad# to draw* In on# 
school, thr## girls1 drawings wore discarded because so ouch decora­
tive sat tor had been added, th# m a  wor# sot distinguishable«
it* scokikg
Th# searing was dsa# after a period of training in which th# 
drawings #sd scores presented by assdsasagfe* served as sod*Is* 
then a high degree of scoring accuracy vs# obtained, as verified
^od.nough, of latolUgoneo Igr Bgglag <*«*
World Book Company ,1126) , pp* lll-Ifl,
mfey to the Goodenough tout mmormm far each ot the drawings,
eeIf-testing da a set ot drawing# provided by Oooelenough far that
purpose was accomplished* tbs scoring of the African children's
drawiagswas undertaken when the scorer was able to arrive at the
aaae total scores far the model feat drawing# as Goocienough. lack
child's response to each of the fifty*#®# points we® indicated fey
+ or ~ on a specially prepared eeore sheet from which a child*a
fatal sear# was tabulated* A sample of this score sheet is found la
Appendix B» Summaries of the data air# recorded in tabular fora and
presented in Appendix C« Examples of drawings and their scores are
presented is Appendix 9*
the Qoodenough Scoring Scale for Class & drawings is briefly
2
described in the following eat line taken free the test mammal*
Class S
growings which m i  fee recognised as the human figure, the 





4b* length of trunk greater than breadth*
4c. Shoulders i n d i c a t e d *
5a* Beth arms and legs attached to trunk*
5b* lags attached to trank* Ans attached to trunk at the
correct point*
am « . ,  h >. ai-aa.
n
8a# Keek present.









8b* Bair present on sere than th* circumference of th* head, 
and aen~transparent. Method of representation batter 
than a scribble *
Bn* Clothing present *
9b* foe article* of clothing non*tran®parent *
9c. Entire drawing, free fro® transparencies when both sleeves
and trousers are shewn*
id* Tour or store art idee of clothing definitely indicated.
9e* Costume complete, without ineengrulties«
18a# Fingers abeam*
10b. Correct number of finger* shown.
100* Finger* shown in two dissensions, length greater than breadth, 
and the angle subtended by then not greater than 180 degree**
lOd# Opposition of thumb shown*
IDs* Band shewn* a* distinct fren fingers or arm*
11a* an*, leint shewn* »**«* either elbow, shoulder* or both*
11b* leg leint shewn* — * either knee, hip, or both#..
18a. Bead in proportion*
12b. arms in proportion*
12e. lags in proportion, 
lid* Feet in proportion.
12e. Beth anws and legs shewn in two dimensions,
18# Heel shewn#
14a* Meter coordination, lines A(®«« directions for scoring) 
lib* Motor coordination, line® II. 
lie* Meter coordination. Head outline.
32
Mater coordination* frank outline«
Motor coordination* Outline of arm and logo.
Motor coordination* Feature®.
Ear* present*
Ears present in corroot position and proportion.
Bye detail. Brew or lashes shown*
Eye detail* Pupil shewn*
Eye detail* Proportion*
% e  detail* Glance directed to front in profile drawing®. 
Both chin and farebead shewn*
Projection of chin sheen*
Profile with net «ere than ooe error.
Correct profile*
iii, plan or investigation-
D u  analysis of data obtained for ike investigation of this 
problem van carried oat in four separate phases* Th& first phase 
vac an analysis o f  the response* of the children to the fifty-one 
scoring items f and an enumeration of qualitative drawing character­
istic® found empirically by inspection of the drawing®* the eecond 
phase of a n a l y s i s  was that concern inf t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  of the teat 
an need in the Chagg* school®. fhe third phase of analysis con­
cerned Itself with an examination o f  the scores by ago, grade and 
e e x  of the pupil® a n d  s t u d e n t s t b y  s c h o o l s  and by C h a g g a  vs. non- 
Chagga g r o u p i n g s *  This e x a m i n a t i o n  w a s  - f o r  t h e  p u r p o s e  of observing 
developmental increments« grade by grade and age group by age group* 
for beye and girl® and for Chagga and nen-Chagga subjects* The 
f i n a l  phase of analysis was concerned with the predictive or preg- 

















IM m  r n m m m m m *
flit d r a w i n g *  wer# i n s p e c t e d  e r a p i r i c a l l y  and v a r l o w a  q u a l i t a ­
t i v e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  w e r e  eituae r a t e d .
Quantitative characteristic# of th# reap*©*** to it*** wer* 
determined bjr computing the per cent of children asking poaitif® 
response* to each of the fi£ty*>$m scoring lie®*# Ooly th# Chagga 
group* were u*od for this* purpose* The percentage of children «Ah* 
ing pool tiv* responses wer* compoted for both aexes separately and 
combined. the percent# iroro then eeapared with th* percent* fro*
0 similar analysis carried out by Goodenough on her standardisation 
3groups data* .
Eoilabiiity*
P e a r s o n  p r e d u c t - s w H M m t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  c o r r e l a t i o n  w o r e  eeot* 
pH t o d  f o r  t h e  t o o t  *  r e t o o l  d a t a  w h i c h  w o r e  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  S t a n d a r d  
i l l  a a d  I f  t f a r&ngu p u p i l *  * C o n f i d e n c e  l i s t  t o  w e r e  c a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  
F i s h e r * #  o - t r a n s f  o n a a  t i o n  * C e M t p c r i s e *  w o o  « * d *  h e  t w e e n  t h *  C h a g g a  
p u p i l s *  r e l i a b i l i t y  c o e f f i c i e n t *  e n d  t h e  f w l i s h i l i t y  c o e f f i c i e n t #  
r e p o r t e d  i n  t h ©  l i t e r a t u r e  b y  G o o d e n o u g h *  a n d  o t h e r *  i n d i c a t e d  i n  
C h a p t e r  I.
Scores and Iacreiaents.
Th© first atop of this phase of the analyoio woo to doteralne 
the range and distribution of age groups within each of the standards .
pp. *3-38. *lbid.. pp. 48-49,
mTh* group contained all pupils 3 years* 7 month* through
7 years* t southst tli* 8~y*er group contained *11 pupils f years*
7 souths through S  y e a r * *  3 rwmthis, and s o  f o r t h *  these age 
group* w e r e  at best i«w«li apprexinatieas of t r u e  a g e s *  The 
c h i l d r e n * *  a g * «  war* reported by t h *  children thews*Ives and sub­
sequently verified b y  t h e i r  teachers and Head* o f  schools; however* 
completely accurate records of birth, as found in Asieriea, ©re 
either absent or difficult to com* by la Tanganyika# This deficiency 
may bo considered mm m m  of the unknown* la this typo of study, 
s a d  it is t h e r e f o r *  to bo bora* is wind la t h *  interpretation of 
results*
M o o n  s c o r e s  w e r *  c o m p u t e d  f o r  o a e h  o f  t h *  g r a d *  l e v e l s .
T h e s e  w e r e  c o m p u t e d  f o r  b o t h  m m m *  s e p a r a t e l y  s a d  f o r  e a c h  o f  th* 
s e v e n  s c h o o l s *
Moan scores w e r e  computed for oaeh of t h *  a g e  groups s a d  
classified la t h #  same manner*
A  t h r o # « d l * i * a s i o a s l  factorial design was u s e d  to analyse th* 
variances between a«x, ago ctad school* y a n d  thoso variance* wore 
tested b y  th* W~t*»t for significance. H a t s  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  pupils 
l a  th* i  *  I t  year ago groups la both th* Merangu s a d  Ashira schools 
woro used in this analysis*
1  s i m i l a r  t h r e e - d i m e n s i o n a l  f a c t o r i a l  d e s i g n  w a s  u s e d  t o  
a n a l y s e  t h ®  v a r i a n c e s  b e t w e e n  * * * ♦  g r a d *  l e v e l  a n d  t r i b e *  t h a t  i s *  
C h a g g a  v e r s u s  n e n - C h a g g * , a n d  t h e s e  v a r i a n c e s  w e r e  t e s t e d  b y  t h e  
f w t e s t  f o r  s i g n i f i c a n c e .  h a t s  o b t a i n e d  free, M& r & n g i i  a n d  A s M r a  
T e a c h e r  T r a i n i n g  C e n t r e s  were need*
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Mean age group scores were compared with the Qeedeaettgh
§ fi 7a o m  «ad tbe Muxikin and Netcutt South Afriean name*
gTMBwawitia Stifflt*
Th# correlatloo between teach®r-r&tings and Geodenetigh teat 
score« «ae deter®ined by Spearman*» ranlc-order coefficient of 
correlation* Khe# fcferaagu Teacher Training Center staff rat lags 
la r«S|»#et of T* V* 1 Cbagga students were used la this analysis# 
This correlation ess coopered with Ge©denottgfc,» findings regarding
g
similar e©mlatleas *
Upper and lower quart ilea were detersiued for eaeii of the 
age. level distributions of scores# The per Wests of Standard III 
and IV and Standard VII and VIII subjects whose snores fell within 
those quart lies* and who went on to further training in 1958 and 
1959 wore determined# Similar per seats were date rained for those 
who failed the provincial **r Territorial ejnisiaations* who dropped 
ewi of school voluntarily, sad who repeated a standard#
8|M4., #. 3».
V «,.«**„, "Validation of t*. O#«l.»ou.h-Bra.-A.H« f##t 
for Afrie*» Children," Journal |gg 8ool#l Boooarefa, Pro torts, l(l)i
52-63, 19SQ*
7B# betcutt, *Tfee Measurement of Zulu Intelligence ** Journal 
for itseereh# freteris* 1(2):195-206, 1950#
®Geodenough, ££. cit## p. 83#
CHAPTER If
AKAUNttS OF BATA
i# m m  m m m m m
Qualitative Characterlst ies
H w  data *»rt eMpiriealiy inspected* grade level by grade 
level and very striding similarities between the African drawings 
and the American drawings ea presented la Goedeneugh's Measurement 
ef IntelIjgenee by nrewiaisa* were noticed* It appeared however, 
that the African drawings « m  net equivalent to the American 
drawings when the children were compared age for age* A quantita­
lly analysis ef this observation was carried oat and reported 
below. The similarities area# chiefly from the progressive develop* 
sental sequences year by year which wer® apparent fro® Inspecting 
the data* The youngest African children8® drawings a n d  the youngest 
Auer lean children *« drawings resembled each ether stoat closely*
The older children's drawings reflected smre of their respective 
enviremeoata* Figaros 1 » 4 of Appendix J are example**
No Class A drawings were found* Class 8 drawing- scores for 
pupils and students ranged fro* 2 to 46 points# Th* rang® of Cfcagga 
drawing scores was 2 to 41 points* .Examples ef the drawings repre­
senting these extremes of scores are found in Appendix 8f Figures 
5f S find 7*
- «*•*?•«**• e a g g a y *  g j f e n u i a a n  sat iagi,°ga<”* * rork!World Booh Company, 1926)* pp. 1X2-152*
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Certain character!#! i ea of the African drawings seeraingly . 
reflected the A f r i c a n  e«vir#tt»#nt w e r e  than ether®* Only four 
children made a n y  a t t e s t  t o  g i r o  c o l o r ' to t h e  oleia a r e a #  o f  their 
drawing#« thereby identifying the# a# African non* The naturally 
very abort h a i r  a n d  the practice o f  shaving h e a d #  w e r e  reflected 
b o t h  in the way in which hair wa# depletedt and i n  t h e  eery early 
a n d  consistent appearance o f  ears, which t o  the African, a r e  not 
i n  any way hidden o r  obstructed f r o m  v i e w  by l o n g  h a i r *  T h e  
practice ef going barefooted wa# reflected in several way#* The 
youngest children d r e w  very noticeable feet with toe# indicated*
A kind of bird~like feet ^  was found in stany ef the youngoot 
children*# drawing#* %  10 and .11 year# of age* children began 
drawing ehoes* In the Middle dehsels and teacher Training Centre#* 
stttdtfiU in the majority ef case# drew shoe#* When shoe# were 
absent, it wa# generally the girl# who drew bare feet* The tee# 
on thee# elder student# * drawings were two dietenaieaal and heel# 
were occasionally represented* From 10 years upward#, knee-caps 
were sometime# included* In the a to 10 year groups* eight draw­
ings included representations of genitalia* this whether clothe# 
were included or not* Five drawing# depicted viscera* either in 
addition to clothing or in the absence of it* 1*aMjNureueAs#«. a 
drawing which shews portions of the body through the clothing* were 
found at all age levels* though mostly confined to the lower age 
groups*
Clothing reflected the environment* In the African rural 
setting* an extremely wide, range of clothing essfeiitatleA# is found*
3a
The children wear uniforms* which for the boy® generally consists 
ef a shirt and shorts, Teachers in all of th© schools wear a 
European type dress* eoati , sweaters , jackets* skirts t long trousers 
and so on* Between these school room extreme® ia dress, the pupils 
and students are exposed to the widest imaginable mage of costurning 
os the roads and is the area. fea*$ hats of all sisss and descrip­
tions! shirts wmm outside the trousers, Asian style | overcoats 
sad bare feet! over-large shoes* hosts* sandals and no she*** all 
these details and ethers are depicted in the drawings• Shorts are 
commonly worn by ell sale school pupils the year round and by students 
and teachers in the warmer souths* the vast majority of drawings 
having clothing included depleted shorts# the sale students of 
Middle Schools and higher* however, tended to draw long trousers#
In general* the clothing i n  the pupils drawings, resembled 
that worn i n  t h e  r u r a l  a r e a s  by the A f r i c a n s  themselves# The 
students drew more European drees| c o a t s ,  t i e s *  shoes, seeks* end 
se on were included. T h e  students drew f e w e r  hats than pupils did* 
a n d  the h a i r  s t y l e s  s h e w n  w e r e  B t s r e p e a n f  l o n g  h a i r  w i t h  p a r t i n g s  a s  
e i t h e r  t h e  r i g h t  or t h e  l e f t  s i d e #
Scoring on clothing points was m a d e  ’d i f f i c u l t  in t h a t  ever- 
s e a t s *  gowns, s h i r t s  o u t s i d e  t h e  t r o u s e r s ,  and s o  o n  together with, 
b a r e  f e e t  limited t h e  number of clothing item® drawn* C r e d i t  could 
be given to point Jja only In may cases b e c a u s e  o f  this# Further­
more* this type of clothing t e n d e d  t o  s a k e  scoring of proportion, 
joints, coordination and t h e  presence of heels difficult and seas- 
time quite impossible#
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A peculiar manner #f drawing characteristics was also
aet«<l* ffce eyes and nose war© QfiiQ represented by cue m m t t m m m  
11n© with two dot* added far th# pupil® of th# eyas*
fhe nose la frontal views was generally broad sad flat as indeed 
many of th# Santa noaes are* Two lips war# seldom indicated, hat 
teeth war# in several eases <juit# largo and recognisable«
Figure 8, Appendix 9 is an exampleo Of facial characteristics.
the Investigator* aware of the dangers of projecting sub­
jective Interpretations to explain such characteristies ef the 
drawing#* however* wonders whether the African child is drawing 
what he actually sees* the dark skis* the absence of facial hair, 
the blending ef ejre brew and lash colors with th© dark skin color, 
the very noticeable whit# teeth, and ear# silhouetted against a 
lighter background, eenld all influence the child’s drawings,
There is also the caste* in several tribes that an African child 
leeks away from, rather t h a n  at, an elder when t a l k i n g  t© him* the 
investigator has alee experienced the fact that unless specific 
details in a picture are p o i n t e d  o u t  to a pupil, the c h i l d  i s  very 
apt t o  overlook then, a n d  h e  w i l l  confine h i ®  r e p o r t  on w h a t  he saw 
in the picture t o  generalities and gross strnctnres. It is there-* 
f e r e  suggested that perhaps the A f r i c a n  child draws what he knows 
should be present, but lack# the ability to draw accurately what 
he knows, because lie has net paid enough attention to details#
Fr©» 10 years upwards, a tendency to hide the hands was 
noticed* Sands were either put Into pockets or hidden someway in 
the clothing, or arms were folded behind the man’s back. In seme
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instances, ttw hand atjmtmr# was set apparent b«eai»« ilia man wmm 
carrying or handling on object m  a cane or flower* Scoring wmm 
a g a i n  i n t l m m m d  b y  t h i a  cfcaragtertmtie i n  t h a t  p o i n t *  M t e , lb a n d  
0 arm a u t o m a t i c a l l y  credited in ouch instances.
Many of tb« drawing* worm action picture*; the m m  mm* rim** 
ning, jumping 9 playing feet hall and a# ©»* f onager children drew 
static picture*# Supplemental object# ware sometime* contributed* 
Four automobile# were Included with the m  la' the - Standard 11 
group9* drawing*# Teacher Training and Middle School students 
included a pipe# a pair ef handcuffs, canea, walking click#, tree* 
and flower a* The automobile*, handcuff* and pipe indicate western 
influence#* Th# mmm*% and walking at i eke re float a custom of the 
senior male member* ef ike trike#
Quantitatire Characterlsti c*
The per cent of Chagga children sueee*#fully responding to 
each of th® fifty-one scoring point# wmm computed far each age 
group* The age groups ranged from moron year* to fifteen year* t and 
an additional group combining all subject* between sixteen and 
twenty-six year* ef age wet# included. The number of children in 
each group ranged from sixteen to one hundred thirteen#
The tornt that all hut one of the group* had fewer than one 
hundred subjects, indicate* that interpretation of per cent value# 
can he dene on a relative basis only* The computation of per cent 
was done for the purpose® of making comparison* with Cleedenetsgh*#
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2 2analysis e f  item responses • Hunkin weighted p e r  cents to amice 
a  similar comparison with G o o d e n ouch’s d a t a *  Gooden ©ugh* e group 
consisted o f  3 , 5 9 3  subject®, Ifunkifia o f  1 , 7 2 0  subjects* The 73.5 
s u b  J o  ots of t h i s  port tea o f  study seemed t o o  f e w  to consider 
weighting* Interpretation e f  t h e  per cent values are therefor* 
made with the small numbers in ni»d*
Goodenoughf®  a g o  groups contained t h r e e  c a t e g o r i e s  of child­
r e n ,  Accelerated, normal a n d  Retarded* S i x  uchoola w e r e  r e p r e u o u t e d f  
t&iiirtti were from 4  *  1 0  years o f  age. a n d  l a  k i n d e r gartern through 
fifth grade* the A c c e l e r a t e d  a n d  Retarded groups were dropped by 
Goodenough l a  respect t o  f u r t h e r  a a a l y s i s *  O a  t h e  b a s i s  o f  this, 
children Ire# a l l  s e v e n  o f  t h e  Chagga s c h o o l s  w e r e  c o m b i n e d  within 
each age group s a d  c o m p a r i s o n  o f  t h e i r  s u c c e s s e s  ea item responses 
w a s  'made w i t h  the H e m a l  g r o u p  only.
A  c o m p a r i s o n  w a s  m a d e  b e t w e e n  t h e  G o o d e n o u g h  a n d  C h a g g a  
g r o u p s  a t  e q u i v a l e n t  a g e  l e v e l s *  t a b l e  1 1 1  p r e s e n t s  t h e  c o m p a r i s o n s *  
t h i s  c o m p a r i s o n  I n d i c a t e s  t h a t ,  w i t h  t h e  e x c e p t i o n  o f  t h e  f i r s t  t w o  
i t e m s  w h i c h  d e a l  w i t h  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  h e a d  a n d  l e g s  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  
l a r g o  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  t h e  t w o  g r o u p s  b e i n g  c o l o r e d  o c c u r r e d *
A  s e c o n d  c o m p a r i s o n  w a s  m a d e  in w h i c h  there, w a s  a  d o w n w a r d  
a d j u s t m e n t  with t h e  Chagga d a t a *  R a t h e r  t h a n  c o m p a r e  a g o  l e v e l  f o r
pp. 24-40.
3 V* Hunkin, “Validation o f  the Oeedenotigh 0raw-a-Man test 
for A f r i c a n  Children,” J o u r n a l  f o r  Social Research, Pretoria,
1 ( 1 ) 1  1 9 9 0 *  ™ T ' ',im'rrIninrn,"rr‘ " nrT‘mn
TABLE H I
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G M P M u m m  amwai ooodenoogb ajid chagoa gr o w s  percents 
or success vxts each or t m  separate points in
f m  SCALE ACCORDING TO AOB
Simm
7 1feftP* 8 fftft** 9 tftarft 20 fftftFft
9 8 G 0 8 € 6 C
1 199 190 299 200 200 99 200 200
a 199 299 109 94 200 200 200 200
a 49 78 92 83 92 88 96 94
4ft 99 49 99 72 100 83 200 96
4b 48 56 49 88 62 42 78 49
4ft 7 4 28 8 28 6 46 28
la 85 56 87 43 98 63 97 66
5b 94 8 88 8 47 7 59 13
4ft 44 4 96 16 74 86 83 56
m 24 9 88 3 46 7 66 12
n i 98 87 98 88 99 66 100 83
7b 98 44 97 84 200 38 200 50
7c 92 44 92 22 94 31 96 34
74 28 4 84 0 38 2 78 3
7ft 9 9 23 3 28 2 27 4
8ft 22 9 44 8 46 28 68 25
8b 8 9 20 8 17 0 35 0
9ft 94 4 98 8 98 19 200 62
9b 8 0 29 0 48 8 58 3
9ft ;1 0 3 0 7 0 24 0
94 3 0 11 0 86 0 49 0
9ft 0 0 0 0 5 0 28 0
29ft 77 81 78 60 86 68 93 65
TABLE III
7 t m m  0 7m%m 9 7*ar# io toar#
109 m 0 41
10# 14 0 19
100 i 0 3
10# 14 0 29
11a 18 0 20
119 10 0 31
13a 33 44 09
119 33 4 30
11# 30 4 02
110 m 0 A4
11# 40 0 40
11 14 0 37
14a 94 0 77
149 0 0 0
14# 5 0 17
140 9 : 0 17
14# 3 0 3
I4f 0 0 2
13a 3? 44 32
13b 9 0 14
10# 49 0 93
149 If 0 21
19# :®' 0 10
140 1 0 1
17a 90 4 04







€ a C 0 C
fr ■1
9 43 11 97 19
0 20 3 41 12
0 9 0 13 0
9 39 13 49 14
3 44 9 MJLlift 10
2 40 3 S3 4
9 72 4 70 9
0 14, 1 47 2
• 02 9 04 4
0 07 3 70 2
0 92 4 m 19
2 92 1 00 9
2 98 4 93 4
0 2 0 9 0
0 33 0 44 0
0 33 0 48 0
0 14 0 23 0
0 4 0 23 0
30 39 29 39 82
0 14 1 29 0
9 94 4 08 23
2 39 2 37 4
0 20 # m**33 1
0 4 0 7 9
3 d a94 3 90 7
0 24 1 31 0
0 20 0 28 0
9 3 0 10 0
4£
a g e  l e v e l ,  t h e  l o w e s t  a g e  g r o u p  d a t a  f a r  b o t h  g r o u p s  w e r e  c o m p a r e d  
w i t h  e a c h  o t h e r *  t h e n  t h e  n e x t  l o w e s t  e n d  s o  o n *  Goodeno u g h  f o u r -  
y e a r  g r o u p  w i t h  t h e  Cfcagg* s e v e n - y e a r  g r e u p l  G o o d e n © u g h  f i v e - y e a r  
g r o u p  w i t h  t h e  C h a g g a  e i g h t - y e a r  g r o u p  a m i  a o  o n *  T h u s  e  t h r e e  
y e a r  d i s p l a c e m e n t  d o w n w a r d s  f o r  t h e  C h a g g a  d a t a  c o m p r i s e d  t h e  
a d j u s t m e n t *  T a b l e  I V  p r e s e n t s  t h e s e  c o m p a r i s o n s *
T h e  C h a g g a  a g e  grectps costifite o n  t h r o u g h  t h o  I t  p l u a - y e a r  
l e v e l ,  S i n c e  t h e r e  w e r e  n o  e q u i v a l e n t  Goodenough d a t a  f o r  c o m p a r i ­
s o n ,  t h e  h i g h e s t  a g e  g r o u p  d a t a ,  t h e  1 0 - y e a r  d a t a ,  s e r v e d  a s  b a s i s  
f o r  t h e  c o m p a r i s o n *  f o r  t h e  G b s g g a  h i g h e r  age... g r c m p e .  T a b l e  V  
i n d i e s t e e  t h e s e  e c a p a r i s o n s *
F r o m  i n s p e c t i o n  o f  t h e s e  t a b l e s  i t  i s  n o t e d  t h a t  t h e  C h a g g a  
s u c c e s s  t o  i t e m  r e s p o n s e s  i n c r e a s e ®  l a  t w o  d i r e c t i o n s ,  a s  d e e s  t h e  
G e o d e x t e n g h  g r o u p s *  s u s s e s # *  T h e r e  i s  a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  p e r  s e a t  f o r  
a  s i n g l e  i t e m  f r o m  a g e  l e v e l  t o  a g e  l e v e l  a s  r e p r e s e n t e d  a c r o s s  
t h e  t a b l e s i  l e f t  t o  r i g h t ,  t h e r e  i s  a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  
I t e m s  r e s p o n d e d  t o  smcsessfiiiljr f r o m  a g e  l e v e l  t o  a g e  l e v e l  a s  
r e p r e s e n t e d  d o w n  t h e  e e l u m a s  o f  t h e  t a b l e s ,  l e f t  t o  r i g h t *
f a b l e  X V  a l e s  I n d i c a t e s  t h a t ,  for s e v e r a l  of t h e  i t e m ® *  t h e  
t h r e e  .year a d j u s t m e n t  b e t w e e n  O h s g g e  a n d  A m e r i c a n  p e r  c e n t s  o f  
s u c c e s s  i s  a  c l o s e  s p p r e t f i s a t i o n , T h i s  t a b l e  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  f a b l e  V  
i n d i c a t e s ,  h o w e v e r ,  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  c e r t a i n  i t e m s  w h i c h  s h o w  a  
s o r b e d  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  t w o  g r o u p ®  w h i c h  a p p a r e n t l y  n o  a g e  
b y  a g e  a d j u s t m e n t  w o u l d  d i s s o l v e *
TABU! IV
COMPARISON HE1TOES GOOaESOWm AND CRACQA GROUP'S m »  CERTS OF 
SUCCXS8 WITH EACH OF THE SEPARATE P0IKT9 or THE SCA1£ 
WITH TBKi TEAR U H B H B R  g m K n  AOi
I a C 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 8 0
6
• 4 7 8 9 6 9 7 10 8 11 9 12 10 13
I 94 100 99 109 100 99 100 100 10Q 100 100 100 100 100
2 86 109 9* 94 99 I i I 99 100 97 100 100
3 53 78 64 85 95 62 88 94 91 89 92 89 98 97
4ft 99 49 74 71 87 m 99 96 99 99 100 100 100 100
4b 10 96 22 28 53 41 48 49 49 31 68 68 75 64
4fi 0 6 1 5 a 6 7 15 12 16 25 m 48 67
in 21 56 44 45 66 63 88 85 87 84 92 m 97 93
5b a 6 9 a 12 7 24 13 33 7 47 16 59 42
6ft 9 6 14 16 26 24 44 55 66 63 74 77 83 99
6b 0 0 1 5 6 7 16 11 52 17 45 39 63 33
7a 81 §7 95 88 98 66 98 83 98 80 99 80 100 91
7b 94 44 78 28 90 $2 98 50 97 34 100 86 100 38
7a 58 44 80 21 90 81 91 54 92 62 94 74 96 83
74 0 6 0 0 2 1 18 3 24 7 58 18 75 87
7a a 0 4 5 3 1 $ 4 15 4 22 8 27 7
6a 16 0 15 8 16 12 22 25 45 37 43 34 38 33
8b 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 10 1 11 16 53 26
6a 27 8 58 6 78 19 94 52 98 65 m 30 100 92
6b 0 0 0 0 2 2- 8 3 19 2 42 $ 38 21
9ft 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 7 3 24 7
94 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 11 0 86 0 49 2
99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 13 O
% m 92 81 49 60 69 88 77 65 78 m 86 73 93 85
10b 4 6 10 9 18 11 35 18 41 22 43 85 57 23
G c 0 0 a € 0 6 6 € 6 e 0 €
s 4 7 $ 8 # a 7 10 8 11 9 12 10 13
10# 0 0 3 0 7 s 14 12 19 17 36 43 41 44
i m 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 S 4 IS 0
10* 0 1 3 0 ia IS 14 14 39 32 36 34 48 46
ii* 1 0 ©' *# 3 5 S as 10 39 IS 48 13 64 30
ii* 1 0 is a a 5 13 4 31 12 40 S3 53 34
12a 00 44 33 * 36 4 33 9 69 9 72 12 78 17
ia* 1 0 0 0 13 1 as 2 30 0 44 3 47 11
i m e 0 29 0 39 8 30 4 63 6 62 12 64 28
la 0 m 0 43 3 60 a 64 S 67 12 76 12
ia« 0 0 m 0 m 4 66 16 66 31 93 61 98 64
13 i 0 4 a 10 1 16 5 37 IS S3 28 66 42
14a 0 0 10 a 35 4 54 4 77 a 68 9 93 23
14* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o a 0 9 0
14* 0 ' 00 0 0 1 0 $ 0 17 0 33 1 AATIHk 3
1A*» 0 0 0 0 a 0 8 0 17 vO m 3 48 1
14* 0 0 1 0 i 0 a 0 3 0 14 1 23 0
141 0 0 0 0 0 0 ‘ 0 0 a 0 4 1 as 2
IS* 14 44 10 30 34 si©mm 27 Si frtV« 31 mmnn 61 38 63
15© 1 # 1 0 a 1 4 0 14 0 14 3 26 ia
14* a 0 i 0 30 4 43 as m 33 66 47 m 32
14* 3 0 f 2 0 a 13 4 31 10 S3 ia 37 32
16c 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 1 16 1 m 3 33 13
164 ’: 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4 0 7 0
17* y 6 li § Si s m 7 66 0 64 16 90' 30
17* 0 0 0 0 o i s 0 IS 0 34 0 31 9
IS* 0 0 0 0 l 0 a 0 7 0 20 3 28 3
14* 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 1 0 3 0 10 0
4?
TABLE V
fffAfyyi SFIS 9897 07 W%TB HMffi 07T8E ISfAUf® FOISTS
is the m u *  r m  A m  m m m m  w m  m t m  m m m  A m  m  
m w m w m  m m t A m t m  w m  c e w m t s m
**. o w
*« 10 lr« i 11 tm* ia tm* 13 776* 14 fra# 15 fra* 16a tm
1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
2 100 88 87 100a»wv 160 100 100
3 88 88 68 87 96 96 84
4ft 100 88 100 100 100 100 100
4b 78 51 56 64 76 90 68
4e 48 14 36 67 72 77 65
5a 87 64 46 83 100 100 99
5b 88 7 14 m 67 75 78
4a 83 43 77 m 63 100 86
6 b 45 17 58 ' 33 63 66 65
7a 100 m 60 81 86 64 83
fb 100 34 66 m 34 92 m
tm 96 61 74 m 64 66 86
m 78 7 13 at 26 m 39
tm I f 4 . i 7 11 6 13
8a 58 87 641 35 67 65 76
6b 35 1 16 m 42 47 Iff
9a 100 45 68 m 95 94 96
m 56 a 6 u 31 26 26 >
86 14 0 3 .7 19 16 13
84 48 0 6 a a 4 1
9* 18 0 3 6 6 4 0
16a 88 63 76 65 68 84 91
10b 67 aa 15 25 47 33 39
m3L
1© tri# 11 fra* tm* II tm* 14 tm* XI tm* 16+ tm*
10© 41 17 41 44 67 61 67
tm *«*la 8 4 0 7 4 17
tm 48 88 24 46 61 49 44
Urn 64 11 18 10 31 63 66
1X6 m 18 18 84 61 73 80
H a 76 8 %M 17 18 47 83
lib 47 0 8 11 84 41 43
ia« 64 6 18 m 40 81 49
lid 76 I 12 12 86 48 43
18© m 11 61 84 91 92 92
13 m 11 m 42 44 33 39
14a m 8 t 81 37 35 39
14b 8 0 8 0 0 0 0
14© 44 0 1 I 8 10 17

















13a 16 11 61 60 86 47 64
im 28 8 I 18 9 3 f
16a 68 '81 47 88 49 43 49
lib 17 10 Am 18 48 28 41
16a II 1 8 11 12 14 88
166 7 0 0 8 2 2 2
1 tm 80 $ If 10 37 16 37
17b IX 0 0 8 9 16 20:
18a m 0 I 8 8 6 6
tm 18 8 8 0 0 0 0
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Using the three year adjustment indicated la Table IV, the 
following quantitative characteristics are noted i Items 1 to 5a tw w see as*** *
4a» 8a, 10a and Ids show rat fear close epproxi met t i on® between the 
two groups* Where detail ie concerned, as Ia 8fe, for correct 
attachment *f limbs ie the 4b fer connection of fie&d, neck
and body* a  fer hair distribution ever more thee the circumference 
of the head, end 10b* c mud 4 fer details fer fingers, tfe® Chaggaesesesse see
have fewer successes*
Items t m«m* 14 **d, and jt£ a and jj| ©oncers facial feature** 
The qualitative characteristics referred to above ia these respect* f 
and again the setter of attention t© detail, could he responsible 
fer the difference® indicated*
Items 0 a** are concerned with clothing* the qualitative 
characteristic* enumerated above, and the ©nv iromaentaI factors 
involved indicate that this portion of the scale requires further 
study eith possible modification# to the directions as was done in. 
China fey Hsiao.*
Item* II*, life* |2a * 12* and || are to varying 'degrees af­
fected fey the type of elelMmg drawn or emitted* Again* attention 
to detail is also involved* fits Chiigga children had fever successes 
on these items than the ©esdsmsugli children*
T h e  s c o r i n g  o f  items 14a *  1 4 f , c o n c e r n e d  e i t h  coordination* 
m m  acknowledged fey ©oodenough to he *» * « * perhaps s l i g h t l y  less
*Hslaef (Hsiao9* Revision of aoodenough9* Test of Intelligence
in h^gtracti^ , m, 1941 * Ho * does*
mobjective than that of meat hi the 0there tm the scale* * ♦ • **
The per cents of success achieved by the Change children ia them 
items iadleat® the possibility that the scorer also was tea air let 
on these points. however* together with the#® two factors ia the 
feet that these children have met had the drawing experiences * 
either la school or la their bemee* which American children have 
had free the very earliest ef a$e«
Ztea Ida shews superiority of Cha&ga children ever American 
children* the possible reasons are projected shove under Qnmlita* 
tive Characteristics* however, again* when attention to detail was 
concerned ae la 15fr, where the point is credited if the ears are in 
correct position and proportion# the per cent of success drops 
below the American children *« per cents of success*
Items 18a and 18b are concerned with profiles* A great member
of drawings contained earn* aspects of the man in profile, hut the
minimum standards of 18a were net met either- because the trunk was
not in profile# or there -was, more than mm  error present* lie sub-
jeet met the standards of 18b. 
a
McHugh in a validation study in which he compared the Heed* 
enough test and the IMT Revision mi the Stanf©rd*Iinet found hi* 
serial coefficients of correlation indicating thirty of the fifty*
S p. 105.
SfcHugfc# "melatieaship Between Goodenotigh Draw^a-Man test 
and the 1937 Eevision of the Stanford*Bluet feat*** Journal of
36: 119-124# 1945
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one items m  the Goodonough seals to lie contributing significantly 
to the relationship between the two teste of intelligence* the 
remaining twenty-on© items did net contribute to the relationship*
Of the thirty items, nine items which had hi-serial r*s above ,50 
were the most effective in establishing a close relationship* the 
mine items worst ff j£f 7s<f is* 10b, lib, lg&* .ijfo wad 15*
Items fb «► ft end 14a - 14f were net included aaeag McHugh** 
thirty best items* These item*, however * are the item* on which 
the Chess* children made some of the poorest records of success .
Using the sine best items of Meltigh*8 study a* basis fer com- 
par Ison, it was noted that the Chagga children closely approximated 
the Geodenough group on item* Z and 11b* surpassed the Goodenough 
groups on item 4e* had a slow start bet gradually were eatchiag up 
on 7«f and da* hut fell behind on 10b* Its* 12e and 13. the three 
year adjustment of Table IV was used in mahing these comparisons*
Summary
fear by year increments in the percent of success on Item 
response is indicated* The number of items responded to increases 
as the age of the child Increased, there appears to be at least 
a three year age difference between the Chagga and Goodenough groups 
in respect to per cent of successful responses to several of the 
items*
Environmental factors seemingly influence the Items pertain* 
lag to hair* Clothing* heels and ears* The data also indicate that 
the Chagga subjects fail to reproduce details called for by the
mscale a* well ma the - Goodanough group , arm with the three year 
adjustment . the laek of drawing experience nay eon tr A hut® to thin#
It nay aloe he that the Chagga child pay* little attention to detail 
and ia aatiafied with general!tie* ami greaa etruetarea* it nay 
alee he. a* Konkin etatea» the difference* noted Between the See#* 
enough group and the Bantu may he that the latter le aatiafied with 
leas perfect result®. fl« question of why the Chagga child faile 
to reproduce detalla ia a question fer further study*
the differences ia type# of clothing hare an indirect influence 
upon the scoring of Itewe «e&e«m«d with proportion and coordination* 
The acerer aloe appeara to have Been overly atrict ia hie Jidgmtts 
m  thee* point* «
Responses to certain of the itena, ae these concerned with 
clothing, indicate a nodi fi cat ion of direct i one nay he ia order*
This should he the ouhjoet of further inveatigation*
7Hua!tiaf iblcU* p* ia
II. HBUAB1LXTY
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Xu designing the research* Standard# XXX and XV of Maraagw 
Primary School were chosen for retesting tee weefcs after the first 
testing in order to obtain a second set of ecoree by which the 
reliability of the test* as used in the Chagga school#* could he 
determined*
I
Heodeaeugh4# age norms range free three to thirteen years 
with both extremes being given as tentative value# only* Xt was 
assumed that the children in Standards XXX and XV would best con* 
form to the age groups represented by the «id~portioa of the 
Geoderaough nor as. in investigation of the Chagga age * grade 
levels described farther on has indicated the aesitmptlon to be 
faulty*
Tests were given to all children present in the two standard# 
on both of the testing days* A loss of data useable for the rolls- 
btlity study was experienced because some of the children present 
the first day were absent the second* and vice versa* and paired 
scores could net be obtained for these children* In a few eases 
a drawing from one or the other of the test periods was discarded 
for failure of the child to follow the directions* The final 
numbers were* Standard XXX* 47 boy# and 23 girlsj Standard XV*
11 boys and 15 girls* the scores are indies ted in the Summary of 
Data for these standards in Appendix C.
8Qoodenoughf ibid.* p. 3b*
mPearson product ~mo*»ont eoeffintents of correlation ware 
calculated far the pmlm&mmxmm of boys and girls separately far 
both Standard* XXI and IV*
The natations and the method of calculation are those gives by
correlation double entry tables*
The values fer each of the elements of the formula are given
for the four groups* Standard 111 hoys, standard 111 girls*
Standard IV beys and Standard XV girls in Table VI*
The notations, x and £ refer to the first and second tests
respectively* M * number of children in a group. and 1^* are
the assumed weans* The corrections by which the true means were
obtained from the assumed means are denoted by e and e. • The
* y
standard deviations are denoted lg q-x end ^ y* The products of




Uoss* Machine methods #f calculation were used slither than
_  . *c* * t t o m n m x  n j w m i t  m t e a a  <»" *«*»* renilce <*hal 1 * Inc* * XfPS* /* pp* 231#—2sl *
table vs
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SUMMARY or 8**A m m  WHICH RELIABILITY
coEmcnanTO or ommiAtim m m  ostaimeb
Standard III ' standard IV
Soys ' Hfyl# 8*7* Girls
H 47 as 11 16
K 11 10 14 13
% 10 » 10 13
% *4255 •0142 * *0000 .3333
«_r .0638 .6438 •0606 ♦ 4667
4 .1010 .0458 .0082 • 1112
•0041 *4104 •1322 ♦2176
e 6* # J"W
.0071 • 1076 • *0306 • 1555
2
(T* 14*4073 12.3113 16*6627 12 •6668
Vs 0.5491 6.2294 16*4102 8*0722
(T* 3.8023 3.5087 4.2524 0*4168
rr 3.0802 2.4958 4.0513 2.8935
<r* <rir ii.?4ft 6*787© 17*2277 9.8926
686 348 its 177
ZrB 440 ISO 182 128
1*7 017 174 164 74
56
the coefficient* of correlation obtained ecret
Standard III, Marangu feoyit
M f  „ s08T1
a.8083 x 3.0902
<■ ■ +* 87 




3.5087 x 2*4038 
r * +.69 
Standard IV* Marangu bey as
r *
- (-.osso)
4.2524 x 4*0513 
r « +«®7




3*4189 x 2*8935 












I®Paint drcea, 4wpgmmmmm and OerfeerioWe ' table of ** Percentage
aof Forecasting Accuracy f o r  Specific Values of £«" ilm percents 
of forecasting efficiency for tite g* obtained in thie study were 
found to range from U2t94 efficient for the r of +.48 to 30#
i©Harry 4* Greene, Albert 8# dergeoeen cod d. Raymond Gerb-
»riyh«, BMCMtiimt sjs s s s e u s f a  U e  ftswftg .Bftaa. <*wrforks Longmans, W m n  aSi C4* * I945T, p*
^Fbe table was derived by applying JSelly** tmmmlm fer the 
Coefficient of Alienation (K ® X **r«) and tken deducting the 
resulting values expressed mm percentages fre» 100*
m
ii
efficient l»r the r of +«87 . the re reported in tite literature
range fro® 2 4 %  to 7 0 %  efficient*
Confidence U n i t e  were established fer the two highest c«r»
relation ©©efficients which nest closely resembled the reliability
rs reported in the literature* Fisher’s r to a transforsatlon
1.2
technique described by MftlVeaar was used* the data for establish* 
lag the confidence U n i t s  is eiweeerised ia fable VII* b
TABLE ttl
summary or bata m m  mtm cmmxmmm limits m m  o m i »
Standard 111 dir Is standard IV Boys
£ ♦ #48 ♦ .87
£  £ •848 1*333
2 28 11
(T* .20 .36
5%  level of significance 1*88 1.96
1% level of significance 2.56 2.58
Yepeon, »*rhe Reliability of the Goodenough Drawing feet 
with Feeble-Minded Subjects,” Journal of Educational Psychology*
20* 448*451 * 1929) McElwee, ' W  tiC Geedeaough Test
8s«d with Subnormal Children of 14 Year® of Age,** Journal of A pplied 
Psychology, 1ft 217*218, 1932* McCarthy, *A Study W W T m t i m n m y  
eftSiSeSidenoMgh Drawing test of Intelligence,” Psychological 
Bulletin. 348 759-780, 1937, and Journal of i ^ e h s l e g , » l i t M - 218, 
1944| Smith, rtWhat the Goedenott^i inteiiigeitce ifcent Measures,w 
Psychological Bulletin. 54*780*781, 1937? and Goodenough, ibid*, p. 48.
^ Q a i a n  Mcflfemar, Psychological Statistics (Jhw York* John 
Wiley 8 Sons, Inc., 1949}, pp. 12^*i2¥."
^Fisher*© ss-traneforwatioa. Formula: * « H  loge (|~t.,£ ) { 
£  and r rallies were read from appropriate tables rather than
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fiim results of the transforaation werei
r 98# limits 99$ limits
Standard III airl# *««$ *.43 to *,SS +«£* to +,$8
fttftttifefd It£*gr» *,§T +,'8t to + ,98 +.40 to +.98
The range of confidence limit® obtained hero eabracea the 
£» reported in the lit#ratore. Interpretation of the reliability 
re in this study, however, must he with caution. The faulty 
assumption regarding ogee m i  mpread of age* throughout the two 
Standard* together with the smell numbers In each of the group* 
nay well fee responsible fer the lewneee of the re* However, it 
can be concluded that the high re obtained in this study correspond 
rather closely to the lew re of the other studies, and it can fee 
assumed that with more refinement, another reliability study would 
bring about coefficients of correlation more in Him with those of 
the other studies*
The reliability of the tost as need In the Chagga schools 
was net convincingly high* farther investigation based upon more 
adequate populations is required before a judgment concerning the 
reliability of the test with Chagga children m m  fee made*
calculated by the shove formula, the standard error of m Is com* 
paled by # m I  / . . . the technique- convert r to £ either by
the above formula or read free appropriate tables. Them to obtain 
the upper and lower levels of confidence, add and subtract from 
£ the standard error of £  multiplied fey the normal deviation 
corresponding to the 3$ or 1$ level as found In a Table of Signi­
ficance levels* These 'Obtained values are then converted to rs 
again its lag the appropriate £ to r table, ~
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III. SCORKS AND INCREMENTS
G O O d # M Q | l l  * g  a o f S t O  O f O  b a a e d  U p ijH E )  O f f O  #  ' C h e n g  C H l C U l A t t d
grade aerwa as wall m  age mmmm ia M m  investigation of Chinese 
children's drawings* In designing this study, the decision m o  
made to inreaitgate scores baaed upon both ago and grade criteria*
»f ak** y i m *  »t*p*urd*.
It wao «cfii4 that all obiidro* within a giro** Standard 
wool# bo about the same ago* f© do tor wine the validity of this 
oastimgition, the ra&goa and mean ogee for beyo ami girls separately 
war© computed,. Thee* ranges and wean ago a a m  oaowarlood ia 
Table TUI.
1 groat range of ogee wa* found# la the Primary Schools a 
difference of cmi much aa ei» fairs oao found wit bin sons of the 
standard*. The rang* within the Middle School Standard® was 14 
went ho* la tho two Standards of the Plotrict school 9 a range of 
25 month* was found. Ia the feaeher taraiaiag Centres, there was 
a range of Hjf fffffftft# among the Chagga.
U SM<WMi|kl Ibid.. pp. « M » .
*«K. Chang, (Application of &©<ni»ja©ughf» Intelligence foot 
by Browing in China), Chung ppt Sdncation gorlow, &3i#9~S5t 1935,
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tAurn n m  
mmttmmxm or tms imiK •xjukmmni
Ufommm*, SttlFS*9r **“<r w
School Staiiilarii 8*1*67 Meeua 6»JU
Merangu ftteKi^ r School I ft:* tm m 94.09
11 m * tm m 114.53
111 t m  ~ iso 72 127*88
1? las « t m 70 130*68
Ashira I>ri»ary School I 96-106 12 104*28
XI 108 • 144 36 120.00
111 U ?  <* 144 27 128.14
I? H i  - 140 2? 131.87
Maracgu Metric! School t 143 - 186 43 187.17
XI 104 - 166 82 164.05
mrangu Middle School ? 131 - 184 52 140*60
?! 148 * tm 4? 162.77
7X1 148 * 181 44 173.84
fill 173 - 104 31 188.00
Mftraztygti 7e&cher f.f.l 206 ~ 206 61 220*78
Training amir* t.?*a 111 - 188 7? 287.31
i^n ifi aiiiiriK •tfSfci «»%ali .
M^rangu frliNir j Scbml i 84 - 111 ' 8? 88.60
> 1! 86 - 186 60 111.00
1X1 108-178 70 132.64
1? 108 ft 186 48 129.89
Amhtm Primary School 1 86 - tm 24 102.42
11 tm - 138 24 115.68
III.: 116 - 166. 50 128.23
|f Hi. * tm. 38 134.66
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t m m  wttx (continued)
School Standard jj|jiy>£y Moan C.A.
M e m m m  Matrict School V 144 - 142 IS 149.77
VI 144 - ISO 24 162*28
Aahlra Middl* $<ln«l ? 130 - 168 36 153*20
VI 152 * IfS 24 161*80
VII 101 - 20® m 178.66
VIII 174 - 212 m 186*50
Aahira Toachor f*f«l 202 * 224 24 215.12
Training Contro **v«a 210 - 224 24 221.00
Nott-Chagga 8d|«
Marangu Toaehar t. it i 203 * 256 53 222*00
Training Ontr* f. f. 2 20f * 314 107 242.17
iflyai ^Aylji
A»hlra M14414 School V 127 - 167 40 148.63
VI 1ST * 1S2 25 168.56
VII 163 - 190 46 179*23
VIII 147 - 215 48 196.20




Siveral factwa are auapeettd ae accountlag for these ranges. 
Xu tfaa higher standards* etudenta are of the group of children who 
began school at the tie* whoa the average age level for entrance 
was higher thaa at the present tine* Older children were given a 
kind of unofficial priority# Within sens families* there undoubt­
edly exists today this sane fooling that the oldest child should 
go to school first* and this results in a wider rang# of ages in 
a given .grade than is experienced in Amor lea# A second factor is 
that of the practise of repeating a Standard if places are avail­
able. together with these is the^possibility that a child night 
not knew how eld he is* and there Is insufficient evidence to 
support or to correct his guess» An attempt was made to control 
the guessing by having the Seeds of the schools and also the 
teachers verify the ages given by the children themselves*
Because of the wide range of ages within certain of the 
Standards* grade level norms are less useful than age level norms*
gceres and Insrsmitnt# According jo grade level
the data was analysed on the basis of grade level fer beys 
and girls separately fer each of the seven schools, and also on 
a Chagga and non-Chagga basis* Tables IX and X contain the mean 
scores achieved* grade by grade* fer Chagga pupils and students 
and rioa-Chagga pupila and students respectively*
From Table IX Increments are found« with the exception ef 
Ashira Primary School* Standard III beys* from one grade to the 
next grade up to standards Til and Till* A larger increment than
TAB1E IE
chagga mm smmm a mmtm to mim level
Boy® Olrl#
School standard Numbor m m  Bmm- Vtwsflm* H#aa Scar*
HsfWtB^ ts School 1 31 8.23 29 6.26
XI 45 10*03 n 7.8X
III 50 11.20 m 10*21
nr 52 if  a t m 14.00
Aahira Priis&rgr School X 15 9.94 m 4.57
XX f 10.33 an #•23
XXX 14 10*0? 20 11.25
tv If 14*22 20 14.55
M&ra&ga District School If 25 16* X? 9 18.22
VI If 22.5© . V 19.86
Mareagu Ki&U# School t 40 21.05
?x m 25.20
VII 22 26.00
Vtlt 89 m * m
Askira Hi4<tX# $6k«Dl V 25 17.20
VI 20 21. Q0
VII If 28.12
vim 14 22,38
Maraagu Tcachor f.f.X If 28.16
Training Omtirift f.f*t 22 25.84
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Boiro Girl#
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mfowad elsewhere oc««r» belveefl Standard IV beys of Marangu Primary 
School and Standard V boys of the Marengo Middle School* This ia 
apparently doe to tlie fact that children completing Standard IV 
ait for an examination* Selection of popila for Middle School 
place* depends upon this examine!ion? however% everyone passing 
the examinetion is not guaranteed a place in a Middle School* The 
result is that the hotter pupils obtain the places* That the girls 
do net exhibit a larger increment than the table shews cannot he 
attributed to less competition for places* Further investigation 
into school and sex differences may produce an explanation of why 
the girls do net show this larger increment* Tim Marangu district 
School Standard V and VI increments reflect the fact that the 
pupils in this school had passed the examination* hut that they
Kp
had not done so with sufficient qualification so as to7 selected for 
places in Middle Schools*
Chang*® reports improvement of 4*5 points on the average fer 
each grade 1 to VI* the grades Included in his study* The impreve- 
meni from grade to grade for the Chagga pupil® was on the average 
2*25 points for the hoys and 2*62 points for the girls in the 
Primary Schools* Standards I through IV*
Heferenee to both Table IX and X indicates that the pattern 
of grade to grade increments breaks down after Standard VII* This 
supports the hypothesis that they would break down at the higher 
age levels*
MBcor*m •** Iner«»*af According t* A** U w l
2a planning tb« res«areht it wan d teiM to use a thrt«* 
dimensional design to analyse tlie variance between sex, schools 
and age levels* this statistical procedure was abandoned however 
fer two reasons* The first reason concerned the number of eases 
in each of the categories» These frequencies were neither equal 
nor proportional* To cent intie with the three-dimensional design 
would have necessitated a correction factor for error* The second 
reason concerned the schools themselves* In the original design* 
it was decided to combine the schools into two groups, Mnrangu and 
Ashiray the combination being based span a geographical criterion* 
The criterion, however, was found net to held in that the pupils 
and students above Standard IV, especially ia the Aehira schoolsf 
act sally came from geographical areas and populations far exceeding 
the criterion* This meant that the seven schools would best be 
handled separately, and this in turn meant that the already Mall 
frequencies within each category would further be reduced as they 
were distributed among the seven schools* The analysis of variance 
was therefore abandoned as the data did not Justify this type of 
an analysis #
Instead, the mean scores for boys and for girls, for each 
of the age level groups from 7 years to 17+ years were computed 
ignoring school classification# This was done for both Chagga and 
non-Chagga subjects independently* Table XI and Table XII contain 
these respective mean scores*
mTABUS MX
cmgga mm &cmm Acmmmc to Am i m i
4fe 
iMtm % in Greup
Bay© 
Mesa Score iix oraiifj
Girls
Mean Score
7 T 10,00 3 7*88
e 33 8*38 30 8*90
t 43 9*73 31 7.33
m 88 11.32 83 11*49
u 48 11*81 36 11*88
IB 88 16,29 83 14.54
u 30 11*11 37 19.13
14 88 13*74 18 22.03
18 80 23,40 20 24,48
18 19 17*88 a ' 24.00
m 48 u » m 17 32*41
TABIM Mil















If# 31 29.27 38 22*81
m
Mm analysis of the difference the mean eeeree «f
beys and of girls for each age level was undertaken* The signlfi-
sans© of ilk© difference* betweeii the mean* was test*d by tbs t*»
test* fits method si tasting ilia difference between two group*
with separate rariassss and far grasps with unequal frs^ssasiss*
16as described by Wert, Neidt* sad i)un&& was weed. thm fenmU 
far t for ibis wothod wssi
in the formula for the sum of the square4 deviation of the scores 
from the mean of the group sad which can be writ tent
fable XIII siMaarlses the data free which the ts weremm
computed.
The subscripts X and 2 refer to the two groupsf boys and girls*
»' 2X w the stean score f {£ X) * the sms of the' scores squared $
El2 * the sum of the squared scores| It * the tusker of secures is
2each group* Degrees of freedom » (k * 1)* The tern £ x is used
I * 2 . X2 -
■*®!fiwi*o X* Wert, Charles 0* Xeidt and *1* Stanley Atssuuui,
Statistical Methods la Education and Psychological geseerobU^MriwssewMesMgjpn^  ^ wmm ■ _ wp*se»eew^ewseipbw«eiMi*MMiMMMaN^
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TABLE X I I I
SUMMARY OF BATA m m  WHICH t - TESTS OF THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN SCORES OF CHAGGA BOYS
and girls m m  m m m m




7 7 10.00 70 720 4900 700.00 20.00
8 33 8.36 276 2658 76176 2303.36 349.84
B 45 9.73 438 4870 101844 4263.20 606,80
10 58 11.52 668 8444 446224 7693.52 750.48
11 45 12.91 581 8351 337561 7501.36 849.64
12 55 16.29 896 17454 802816 14596.65 2857.35
13 50 21.22 1061 24839 1128721 22514.42 2324.58
14 39 23.74 926 24148 857476 21936.56 2161.44
15 30 23.40 702 17416 492804 16426.80 989.20
16 19 27.53 523 15473 273529 14396.26 1076.74
17+ 43 26.02 1119 30951 1252161 29120.02 1830.98
Girls
7 9 7.56 68 628 4624 513.77 114.23
8 30 6.90 177 1171 31329 1044.30 126.70
9 51 7.33 374 3210 139878 2742.87 467.33
10 55 11.49 632 7998 309424 7262.25 735.75
11 36 11.58 417 5155 173889 4330.23 324.75
12 33 14.54 480 7418 230400 6981.82 436.18
13 37 19.13 708 14766 501264 13547.67 1218.33
14 13 22,05 397 9395 157609 8756.03 633.95
15 20 24.43 489 13025 239121 11956.05 1063.95
16 2 24.00 48 1184 2304 1152.00 32.00
17+ 17 22.41 381 9003 145161 8538.88 464.12
Substitution of tlmmm value® i n  tfee formula produced tf*# following
ta* t h e  mwlmmlpta f t h r o u g h  1 7 *  t o  t h e  t  i n d i c a t e  t h e  e g o  l e v e l  
f o r  which t h e  t  w m  c o m p u t e d .
a n  83 - 24,00 *808
26.02 - 22.41
2.12 *
T h e  null hypothesis p o s t u l a t e d  t h a t  no d i f  f e r e m o e #  exist 
between the m e a n  s c o r e s  o f  the boys a n d  g i r l #  at e a c h  o f  t h e  a g o  
level a* The 3 percent ■ and the 1 ptmst level# of confidence were 
n e e d  to accept or reject the null hypothesis. the t*~value# f o r  
t h e  appropriate degrees o f  freedom w e r e  taken fro# the Table o f  t
T7 1
In Wort, Heidi* and A h a u t t m ’a  t e x t  a n d  these value® a r e  sfanmrised 
in Table XXV»C Value® above 30 degree# of freed®# are interpolated 
appriutl ua t ion#•
T h e  w a l l  h y p o t h e s i s  i e  t e n a b l e  a t  a l l  a g o  l e v e l #  w i t h  t h e  
e x c e p t i o n  o f  t h e  8  y e a r #  a n d  0  y e a r  g r o u p #  w h e r e  tlie d i f f e r e n c e #
Ini t w e e n  the ween# are sufficiently great #e a# to cause rejection 
o f  the n a i l  hypothesis at both the 3 percent and t h e  1 percent 
l e v e l s ,  t h e  n u l l  hypothesis i s  rejected at t h e  3 p e r c e n t  l e v e l  
f o r  t h #  I T *  g r o u p .  I t  c a n  -therefore- he s t a t e d  t h a t  the data o f  
t h i s  study indicate a s i g n i f i c a n t  sen difference o n l y  a m o n g  the g *
8  a n d  1 7 *  y e a r  e l d  g r o u p s .  I n s p e c t i o n  o f  T a b l e  1 1  s h o w s  t h e  h o y s  
t o  h e  s l i g h t l y  s u p e r i o r .
*7m a .. p. a#.
c ** indicates •ijBifitue* at both tbo X parent and th«
3  p e r c e n t  l e v e l s *
* i n d i c a t e ®  s i g n i f i c a n c e  a t  t h e  8  p e r c e n t  l e v e l .
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summary or t AT TlflitJfcm mmmm* Atm
•;
r *gm
Imvml Im m l
. 7 1 2,447 8 » m
§ 8*286 3.356
8 32 2,037 2*?40
28 2,045 2,756
9 4# a«029 8*704
60 2,010 2,664
m 'm 2,002 2.663
54 2,006 2.675
n 44 " 2,020 2.704
gg. 2.030 2,724
m 84 2,006 2,675
82 > 2,03? 2,740
m 41 2,009 2,680
36 2,031 2.736
14 38 2,025 2*718
I? 2,210 2.896
18 26 2.045 2,756
18 2.093 2*862
Ilf 16 2,102 2,878
1 12.706 ■63*657
If# 42 2,019 2*69?
If 2,220 2,921
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There was m  the average 2*5® point® improvement for the 
hoys and a 2,69 point® improvement tm the girls from age level 
to age level* Chang*® reported yearly age score teppovemeat of 
fear points for children 3 to 13*3 years of age in China*
Reference to fable# XI and XII indicate® yearly incrementa 
for hath hoy® and girl* from the 8 year level %  to the 18 year 
level* from 13 years onwards the progressive year to year develop­
ment of increment® brash# down* this hreate-down support® the 
hypothesis made that at the higher age levels the usefulness of 
the Gooden o ugh test weald decrease. the moss scores of the- 7 year 
level are higher than either the 8 or 9 year level mean aeores*
The small number of eases* 7 and 9, at this age level, as compared 
with the ©umfcer of eases, at ether lave la, suggest these mesa scores 
are not typical of this age level* A greater sample of scores 
would be expected to produce mean scores consistent with the pattern 
of year to year incrementa as found with the other age levels*
Seoyffa and Tribal Differences
The three-dime*!®!ona 1 analysis of variance planned for this 
analysis was abandoned for the same reasons as given above, namely, 
small frequencies and the necessity of handling school® separately* 
The t-test of significance between means of two groups with 
unequal frequencies was used to teat the significance of the 
differences between the mean score® of the Chagga and noa-Chagga 
students of the Teacher Training Centres* Table XV summarises the 
data which were substituted in the formula for the computation of jt«*
c****t M * : Hi*
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tAKfc XV
SUMMAttY or BAfA THOM WHICH t * «8Vft OF W  SimFICAWCE
©r tin, - m m m M M  m m m m  mum scopes or csasoa 
ahb non~chag<m m w m m B  m s  ccmpmw
St4.d N*. I I * X x2 <£X)B £*2
Chagga Student*
x m  19 88.18 535 15707 886225 15064.47 642.59
HSfS 82 X3.B8 323 15440 279995 12528.41 914.59
ACT! B 24.37 168 4913 38025 4759.12 159.95
Atza s 19.80 09 2099 9801 1960.20 138.80
Non-Cha gga Student*
MTT1 29 28.62 890 csss*™*W46P*H!8iF4iS 688800 23768.17 1480.83
> m 29 27.46 692 19988 399484 17366.26 1621.74
ATTI 14 21.86 306 7464 93636 6688.29 773.71
At*a 14 29.86 394 8508 111556 7968.88 539.71
fhm sMbswnr&fttleos An ilie f a b l e  #te&4 fert 8t4» mrnmm 
®tma4ardf M U  « e 4  'Mfgft M a n  tfee f i r s t  a * 6  seeend y e a r  classes 
mi Harangii Teacher Training C e n t r e  * Affl »»4 ATT2 scan t h e  first 
and seeaaA year classes of Ash Ira Teacher fraining centre.
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the Js computed werti
Harangu Teacher Training Centre« Chagga and a©n~Chagga, f. f. It
t rn 8 8 .6 2  -  2 8 .1 6  ^  m %
. l'i480.83 . 642,^3
V i s r d r  * t w i t
Marangu teener Training Centre * Chagga and aon~Chagg**f T. f. 2s
t . — f e S U r - f l M *   - i.s9
m o r * "  r o . T f  itHt + iirisr7
Ashira Taader training Centre. Chagga and non-Chagga, T. t* li 
t * 54.37 ~ 21.66
f U W i *  rro.r*y -fr*r * nnsr
Ashira T*ach*r Trtinii. Centra, Chagga and non-CtaBgga, T, X. 2i
t . ag.«x - m m m  a 1<as
T h e  n u l l  h y p o t h e s i s ,  p o s t u l a t i n g  t h a t  tie s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r -
.assess b e t w e e n  C h & g g a  a n d  a o n - C h n g g ®  s t u d e n t s *  s c o r e s  e x i s t s ,  i s
19
t e n a b l e  i n  a l l  i n s t a n c e s ,  f a b l e  1 7 1  t h e  t -  v a l u e s
a t  t h e  5  p e r c e n t  a n d  1 p e r c e n t  l e v e l s  f a r  t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  d e g r e e s  
o f  f r e e d o m *  T h e  e x p e c t e d  d i f f e r e n c e ©  a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  c u l t u r a l  
f a c t o r ®  w e r e  n o t  a p p a r e n t  i n  t h e s e  d a t a *
*\©rt, Heidi, and Aheiarm, op* oil., p. 418.
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TABU! XVI









n m 19 2*101 2.973
as 2*049 2.763
urn 21 2*090 2.331
22 2*074 2*819
ATTl 7 2*399 3*493
13 2*190 3.012
ATT2 4 2*779 3.747
13 2.160 3.012
sweytAffl s i 9asm toss, j&xsl mss. gasaai 5i*& s»gtesi«fe»
£aasi& sa4 aaaaa » « *♦
20Tli# aga lev® I nornts aatabliaiiad fegr GoodanaugH far Amrimm
21
ci»ildran and the agn Xaval norma establinhad Iqr Run kin far 
Sautti African Bantu Gfaildraa vara eamparad with ilia mean m m m m  
af Chagga Hoy© and girl* far aaafe ©f tha age level** fafcl# XVII 
present® th© comparisons* Table XVIII contAiss the Geodenoiigti 
taat norma eetabliabed bf Hatautt^2 far Sain childran* Hi* eefat 
ara aa a aim paint acal© baaed upon percentile rank** Vary 
Superior include* tha 91 * 100 percentile*» Superior include*
20
Goodanottgfe* ©j>. ait*, p. 3d*
21
Hun kin, oj>. alt*# p. 63*
^Botciitt* jg. ait** p* 203.
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TAM* XTII
fjjf i«wn. (BAH ffffjTBffff WITH
AKB BUMKXN MORNS (CHAQOA m * K  SCOHES KOUtOSB OFT)






* 10 f it 14
ft ft ft m 1ft
9 1ft f m 18
10 11 11 m 20
11 1ft 12 34 22
la 1ft 14 at 23





TABLfc W i f i








6 10+ IQ-18 13-25 9-12 4- 3 0- 3
7 22+ 10-21 15-13 12-24 7-10 0— 6
S 23+ e w Memnir^ Tnem* 26-19 23-15 9-22 0- 8
0 28+ 23-27 28-22 23-27 9-22 0- 8
20 30+ 25-29 21-24 17-20 22-16 0-20
11 32+ 28-32 23-27 23-22 24-27 0-13
22 33+ 29-32 24-23 29-23 14-18 0-13
13 34+ 30-33 25-29 20-24 15-29 0-14
7 6 - 0 0  jperecntilefty High Average includes fit# 51 - 75 percentiles*
U»w Avewigt include* the 2 6 - 5 0  percentiles, Inferior includes 
the 21 - 25 parentitile* mid Very Inferior includes 0 - 20 percentiles* 
F7wb Table XVII It 1$ noted that the Chagga boy*1 mean scores 
differ Wee the Geodeneiigit norm* by 8 to 22 point* and free 4 to 
0 point* free the Hankin noraie at various age level** The Chagga 
girl** mean scores differ free the Geedenough norms by 21 to 24 
point* and fro* 5 to 22 point* fro* the Hun kin name* The Hitskln 
norms differ fro* the Geodenough norma from 4 to 18 point*« In 
each of the comparison* of norm** the difference* between mean 
aeeree and norms and between norm* and norms, in crease with the 
increa** in chronological age* The least amount of difference
M i m . . p. aoa.
V*
exists at the ? year level* The fact that the IS .year level repre­
sents the tap extreme of both Goodenough * s and Hunklm*® norms, m l
met tii* top extreme of the Chagga mean ecores, m y  account far the 
failure at this level for the pattern of year to year Imareae* in 
difference® to remain consistent*
fToa Table XVIII it is found that the Chagga seam scores fall 
into the Inferior and Very Inferior categories of Hotcutt *s norms 
with the exception of the IS year boys whose steam score falls 
within the Low Average limits*
From these comparison* it cam he concluded that the Africa* 
children produce results os the Braw-A-Ham test below the Gooden®ugh 
norms for American children, sad that the differences between the 
African children results and the Goodenough norms increase with 
the increase in chronological age* The Goodenough norms themselves 
do mot show this year to year increase but remain a consistent 
four point Increase from year to year* It is also concluded that 
the Chagga children* a .results are be lew the South African Bantu 
urban children*® result®, but the same kind of year to year increase 
in the difference® between them and the Goodenough nones with 
Increase in age exists*
From these data it appears that Buskin's and Hot cut t *»
African norms are mot applicable in the Chagga schools., nor are the 
Goodenottgh nereis* The eatahlisttmetil of norms based upon a rural 
population of Chagga school children seems warranted#
IV. FKOGSOftTIC VALUE
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s&a l&isteJL'Ji, M M m  s i aaatefdg
The correlation between Goodenou§h teet scores end Marangu
Teacher Training Centre faculty ratings wee obtained for the T*T* I
students, all beys, of Itarangu*
Spearman*s Rh© method of eeapatlag the coefficient of ® s m «
Xation by rank difference# wee used f el lowing the formula and note*
24tiona given by Reas*
The formula imi
/° n ( k - l )
N m the number of students ranked { I » the difference between
the ranks m  the teat and faculty ranking $ The 4 la a footer of
24the fcrania* Derivation of the female la given by Peatman#
The Summary of bate for karangu T* f # 1 atudenta in Appendix €
given the faculty ranks,
fi» value® to be substituted in the above formula to give
the Hho coefficient of correlation for the two ranks concerned
arei if * 19 and I B  > 873*59,
Therefore?
6 X 874,50 , 5241
P  * 1 * "-■•■-■■■"*■'■■     * 1 ** "'"gjjfg"’- * .8338
18 (19* - I) " ®
^  a 4,23
^^koaa, op, JESS* * PP* 238*13®*
25John dray Peatman, Descriptive and Sampling Statistics 
Hew York* Harper 5 j^thera^SKi'ia^Va^'^Tte^T*1 pp*
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26The Rho of +*23 is consistent with Goodenough's finding* 
whore oho report* a correlation with teacher judgments of ability 
to be .444 within the first three grade* and above the third grade 
the coefficient* are tee lew to be significant. The f* T« 1 stu­
dent* are equivalent to Standard XI student** Furthermore, the 
ranks assigned by the faculty, though influenced by the academic 
ability of the students, are also based on several less objectively 
measurable criteria. The purpose of the faculty1® ranking is to 
provide same indication of the student ability to be a good 
teacher* The rank* do net indicate good and peer teachers, but 
rather indicate the faculty fs Judgment a* to which of the student* 
are mere likely to be better teacher* than others*
This analysis was dene to answer the question likely to be 
asked by the Marangu Teacher Training staff as to whether the test 
can be used in place of the practice of ranking* The answer is; Jfo*
Predict!*. Valu. .* th. Score.
Tbs upper and lever quartlice were determined for each of 
the age level distribution of scores for the Chagg* boys an** girls
separately for Standards XX!9 IV, VII and VIII* The formula and
27methods used were these given by Hess*
The formula for the first quartlie, is;
* I# ♦ i
26Goodeneugh, gg, clt*« p» 82*
27
mess, eg* clt* * pp* 226*280*
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where h # the lower limit of the class containing the first ^uartiiet 
Sb « the sa» of the frequencies below the class containing the point 
desired) 1 « the class interval used in the frequency tablet f a 
the frequency in the class containing the first quartile, and 
1/4H » one fourth the total number of frequencies in the table* 
q3 was obtained by the same formula with the substitution of 3/4K 
for 1/th* The Median wan determined by substituting 1/2M. Table 
XIX summarises the quartlie points for each of the age levels for 
boys and girls separately*
hy reference to Table XIX and to the Summary of Data in 
Appendix C for each of the Standards concerned, the number of 
children having scores at or above in their appropriate age 
level distribution of scores and who went on to higher training 
was determined* This was done for boys and girls separately and 
combined without regard to Standards* The same was done for the 
children having scores at the Median to Q^, from to the Median 
and far chlidran having .ear., balaa <Jr  Thia praaadar. «a. ra- 
peated for those children falling, dropping out of school and 
repeating a Standard*
From these numbers, the percent of the total number of boys 
and girls, separately and combined, going on to higher training 
and having scores at Q«j or above was computed* The same was done 
for those having scores at the Median to from to the Median, 
end below Q^* The procedure was repeated for the failure, drop­
out and repeater categories*
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TABLE XIX
w t m i s *  r m  scores A c m m t m  m  A m  mmt*
Boy#
A m % £§t<U&ii %
8 11*50 8.68 6.06
9 11.95 t.tt 7.32
10 15.44 11.66 9.70
11 15.66 16.14 10.20
12 20.92 16.60 11.50
13 26.33 20.57 16*71
14 66.16 24.66 18.87
19 27*51 23.00 19.25
16 34.17 29.67 19.73
m 31.63 26.50 20.62
airl*
A«6 % Median %
8 6.50 : 6.33 4.55
6 6*60 7.70 3*35
10 14.72 11.36' 9.23
11 14.00 12.36 10.44
12 17.25 14.71 12*36
13 25.60 19.50 13.83
14 23.67 21.20 15.50
15 29.62 26.00 19.58





Table XX contains those numbers and percents. A similar 
presentation of percents above and below the Median is found in 
Table m .
The number of individuals found In each of the categories 
teas small# interpretation of the percents based on these snail 
numbers requires that they be kept in mind*
Forty-two percent of the children going on to higher train­
ing after sitting for Provincial or Territorial examinations, 
earned scores on the Hraw-a-Man test which were located at or 
above Qg* An additional 36 percent had scores at the median up 
to Qg« A total of 78 percent of the pupils going on to higher 
training achieved scores above the median*
Seventy-two percent of the children failing examinations at 
the end of Standards I? and VIII achieved Ooodenough scores below 
Q^. An additional 14 percent achieved scores, between Qj, and the 
median* A total of 8# percent of the failures achieved scores 
below the median*
the 33 percent of the children going on. to higher training 
who had scores falling below the median,, end theli percent of the 
children who had score® above the median* yeti failed* indicate 
that the Goodaneugh test alone cannot predict an individual#» 
success in school. The deedenough JJmw—a—ken test is a **• * « * 
test of Intellectual development* . * «**' and it **« • . throws eon* 
siderable light mo the development of conceptual thinking in young 
children* * * As such, the test measures aspects of an
Ooodenough, ibid,* pp* 81-63#
TAKE XX
W  NUMBER ABB PERCENT OF SUBJECTS B? QUARTERS OF SCORE 
DISTRIBUTIONS GOING ON TO HIGHER TRAINING, FAILING, 
DHOPPIBG OUT OP SCHOOL OR REPEATING A STANDARD
Q3 «; Above • Hi* q4 to-Ml* Below
M M Jt 1 % 1 %
Highly Bo/e if off Ml •42 8 • 12 4 .08
Ttftialstg Oirle If *48 f •24 3 • 11 4 .15
f*t*l 32 *42 28 *36 9 •12 8 .10
Failure Be|« 1 • 04 2 •Of i •23 14 .84
SSfls 1 • Of 1 .Of 0 .00 12 .88
'Total a •Of 3 .of 5 .14 26 •fa
Drop-Out Beys t .11 f •it 13 .33 If ♦8f
i|f y»le if •234 18 .28 23 .234 If •88
Total m .18 ax .28 30 •at 33 •30
«Mk Aitux)E Bay# a *11 12 .28 11 *24 18 •39
SSipS# 4 *22 1 .08 i .33 T •39
Total § • 14 13 #20 if •at 25 .39
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TABLE XXI
FBBCEKT er SUBJECTS ABOVE ABB BUB MEDIAN GOING DM TO 
IIGBEH TKAIMML FAILING, DROPPING GOT OF SCHOOL 
OB REPEATING A STANDARD
i^ oire the Media**
IJ1 #hl«
Higher iNgr# •SO .20
Training Girl* .74
fatal .76
railurv* Boy* .13 .67
Girl* • 14 •36
fatal *14 .66
Dropout* Bays .30 • 70
Girl* *514 .486
Total • 43 .57
Eapaating & Boy* .37 .63
Standard Girin •28 .73
Total •34 ♦66
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individual** ability to profit fro*i teaching. Factor® ether than 
an individual1e ability to learn, such aa using or misusing the 
ability, are alao determinants of siteoess*
These data Indicate that the pupil receiving the score above 
the median for hie age group baa a better chance of success in 
competition for place* in higher training than the pupil receiving 
a ooore below bio age group*® median, These data do not Indicate 
that a high score on the Geodeneogh Intelligence test insures 
success* On the other band, the pupil receiving « score below 
the median for his age group has much less chance for success la 
gaining higher training, though bis lew score does not absolutely 
preclude bln from such success* As a means of obtaining aa esti­
mate of a child1® ability to profit from learning experiences and 
thereby to qualify for higher training, tbs Goodenough test appears 
serviceable with Chagga children. As a measure of a group*® level 
of intellectual development, which would be useful to teachers and 
administrators, the test seems of value*
The data indicate that a majority of pupils repeating a 
Standard fall below the median for their age groups* Indeed, 
these pupils for the most part repeat because they could not suc­
cessfully compete with the more able pupils in their class* From 
the data pertaining to higher training and failures, it therefore 
appears that the greater number of these repeaters have loss of a 
chance for higher training than those pupils whoso scores fell 
above the median* A profitable extension of this investigation 
would be the retesting of repeaters and a follow-up of their
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achievement in school to determine which of the pupil© repeat lag 
gained the moot from ass additional year in the mam Standard* fho 
Ctoedeaemgh toot might ho m useful measure for determining oho should 
repeat and who should mot repeat*
the drop-out data points up the foot that wastage is a prob­
lem* and that many able pop!la terminate their formal education 
- early area though they hare good chances of eweeees in gaining 
higher training* theme data do not indicate which of the drop-out 
cases were voluntary drop-out# and which were canoed by the fact 
that the individuals in question did net sufficiently qualify for 
higher training* Investigation of the eauses of drop-out is in­
dicated. Forty-three percent of the drop-out eases had scores above 
their age level medians* It appears from the data that wastage 
of pupils having scores above the median is greater among girls 
than among boys*
Both the matter of repeating and the matter of drop-out are 
complex* complicated problems* .Social and economic factors as well 
as educational factors enter into these problems* Both matters 
require considerable investigation* in estimate of a child1# 
ability to profit from educational experience# would give direction 
to efforts in trying to metis the meet of these educational exper­
iences for these who can best profit by them*
among the Chagga Teacher Training student®, there were four 
individuals who failed the Territorial examinations* Two of these 
students hod scores falling between the median and of their
09
age level s c o r e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  T h e  o t h e r  t w o  ha# s c o r e s  falling 
b e t w e e n  t h e  * * # ! * &  a n #  Q ^ .  f h e  i n a b i l i t y  e f  t h e  ( S e e d e n o u g h  t e e t  
t e  p r e d i c t  t h e s e  f a i l u r e s  i* c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  the f i n d i n g * *  already 
r e p o r t e d  that a b o v e  the 10 year l e v e l  a n #  a b o v e  Standard VII on 
Ciiagg® a g e  a n d  g r a d e  d a t a ,  t h e  p a t t e r n s  o f  d e v e l o p m e n t a l  increments 
breaks down*
c g i i m  t
ahh TffW8!
I* THE fSSBUBI
the aeodsaeogh Bmw-a-Haii test' was lavesligated tor the 
purpose of answering the questions 1m the test suitable ter nee 
in the CMggs eebeels of Tanganyika? Implicit to this Question 
were the following) Xm the test useable in that it can tie admin­
istered, scored an# Interpreted by the tesofciag staff available in 
these schools? Can the African school child perform the task 
which the test requires? Is the test, when performed by the 
African child, reliable? Bmm the test elicit yearly iacs'wssata 
in scores to give evidence of a progressive development of the 
abilities measured by the test? Are the r e s p o n s e s  of the African 
children the sane as the response® of non-African children? Bees 
the test have any predictive value for the African schools?
IX , research mwwmm Am mmmm
feet we# administered to 735
C h a g g a  a n d  ISIS non-Chagga pupils a n d  s t u d e n t s  i n  s e v e n  schools 
o f  t h e  Harangu a r e a  of T a n g a n y i k a *  E a s t  A f r i c a  in l t § 7 *  T h e  a d *  
miiist ration t o o k  p l a c e  d u r i n g  t h e  s e c o n d  t e r n  o f  a  t h r e e  t e r m  
s c h o o l  y e a r #  T h e  s u b j e c t s  a g e s  r a n g e d  from 0  y e a r s  1 1  m o n t h s  t o  
J W  y e a r s  2 m o n t h s *  T h e  p u p i l s  .and s t u d e n t s  w o r e  d i s t r i b u t e d  
throughout S t a n d a r d s  1 to VIII and i n  b o t h  o f  t h e  T e a c h e r  Training
nCentre *® two wm»* The sample consisted mi all subjects present
at the schools mm the testing days*
Metest data was obtained fra® the Standard 111 and IV pupils 
of one of the schools two weeks following the initial toot period# 
heads of the schools in 1959 furnished supplemental 
relative to the scholastic progress of the subject® fro© 1957 to 
1959#
The drawing® obtained were a cored, and both the drawing* 
and the scores were analysed. Analysis of the data wao carried 
out in fear separate phase®, The first phase wae the analjreis of 
the subjects* response® to each of the fifty-one ecore item® in 
the scale* These item re opens® a were analysed on both a qualita­
tive and a quantitative basis* The second phase of investigation 
was concerned with the reliability of the test as used in the 
Ch&gga schools* The third phase of analysis concerned itself with 
an examination of the score® by age# grade and sex, and by Ghagge 
as opposed to non-Chagga groupings* The fourth phase of analysis 
was concerned with the predictive value of the test as related is 
the Chagga school population#
111#
In seeking to answer the question, WI» the OoodosoHgh test 
suitable for use in the Chegga schools?" toother with itfs implied 
questions, eight hypotheses were postulated# Generalisations de­
riving from the analyses of the.data and fees the overall investi­
gation applicable to these hypotheses follow*
mijrpoihesis 1* The Q®©a©n©i*gh test will not be beyond ike 
abilities of the teaching staff t© administer nor wifi it be to© 
difficult a task far lit# pupils to perform at different age levels* 
Pupil* and students at all age levels were able to perform, 
the task of drawing a mas* In addition to the 870 drawings used 
in the investigation* fifty test blanks were discarded* There 
were four instances among these fifty blanks where no attempt was 
made to drew e men# the failure of only these four children ait 
of the total of 870 drawings plus the fifty discarded blanks* die* 
carded for various reasons, is indication enough that the task'was 
within the abilities of the children*
Tbs directions for the test are extremely simple, there are 
no set time limits, the materials required are only paper and pen* 
oil#. Any teacher is able to administer the test after having been 
instructed in what to say* The directions should be given in 
either Swahili or in an appropriate vernacular language*
the investigator believes that, the word for male, m m w w m m * 
should be used in the Swahili directions rather than the word wtu 
which means, a person* the use of the word for 'male rules oat the 
drawing of women and girls wearing skirts which complicate the 
scoring of items pertaining to clothing, Joints, and proportion.
The word mtu was used in this investigation* In some of the draw* 
lags obtained there were rather than "men." these drawings
were retained, however, because there were also submitted *mu* 
wearing long robes and shirts worn outside of the trousers*
Modification of the directions is warranted* These modifications 
would not make the test more difficult to administer, but they 
would bring about greater uniformity in the drawings which would 
make for greater standardisation of scoring and lead to more 
accurate norms* The exact nature of the modifications requires 
further investigation*
The first hypothesis is tenable*
hypothesis &s Scoring of the test, and the interpretation 
of the test results will sot be within the immediate abilities 
of the teaching staff*
The investigator spent a period of several days scoring and 
analysing the Goodenough drawings in the test manual* This period 
followed a longer period of study and thorough familiarisation 
with criteria for scoring the various items* Id spite of this 
advanced study and practise, which resulted in a high degree of 
conformity with Goodeaough** scores on her test drawings, the data 
indicate the invest igater may have been too strict in scoring 
points pertaining to proport 1cm and coordination* Scoring of the 
drawing* in seme instances, in particular in respect to scoring on 
proportion and coordination, called for decisions very difficult 
to make* The attempt to remain consistent in making these Judgments 
was very seriously made*
The African teacher or sdminlstrator, unfamiliar with methods 
of psychological measurement, would have an even greater difficulty 
in maintaining objectivity and consistency in scoring. The.'task of
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understanding of what such a tost is measuring could tasily load 
to tli# belief that the test was alee measuring the teacher's 
ability to teach* The pee®Ability of a uhals* effect is great*
At the present time, the African staff is not ready to score nor 
interpret the tost* the hypothesis is therefor# tenable.
Hypothesis 3t There will he no difference between the sis# 
of the reliability coefficients obtained in tost-retest reliability 
studies with the African result® and those reported in the litera- 
tore as obtained in America*
Reliability coefficient* obtained in test-retest studies 
with H&ramgtx Primary School Standard III and If boy# and girls 
wore +*48, +.37, +*69 and +*87* The 911 percent confidence limits 
of the two highest rs were +.43 to +*83 and to +*98 respectively.
The highest of these coefficient* correspond rather closely 
with the retest £ of +*937 £ *008 and the "split scalew £ of +*77 
which Goodenough reports.1
Factors of age and small frequencies are believed to have 
contributed to the sis# of the rs* Here refinement is called for 
in further studies on the reliability of the test as used in the 
Chagga schools*
The hypothesis is neither tenable nor rejected by the find­
ings of this study# The reliability of the test a* used in the 
Chagga schools was not shown to be convincingly high. However,
^Florence L* Goedenough, Measurement of Into lllgence by 
brewings (Hew forki World Book cSompany , T ^ S T , p# 48* r
mthe fact that tiro o f  the f o u r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  had confidence limit# 
embracing the rs reported in the literature suggest* t h a t  the teat 
is lllssly to ha mare reliable than indicated b y  thim analysis*
Hypothesis 4i the Qoedenettgl* teat will net produce yearly 
increments of the «*am# order of magnitude mm the African norms 
indicate*
tbm Gocdenougi American norms range from 2 points at age 3 
years to 42 points at age 13 years# A consistent lour point iasre* 
went is found from year to year#
8ott age. and grade criteria were need in the analysis of 
Chagga scores* fear to year sad grade to grade increments were 
found*
file lowest age group f o r  the Chagga pupils was ?  years and 
the highest age group* sailed 17* consisted of all pupils and 
students of 18 years 7 months and seer# The mean seores b o t h  of 
boys and of g i r l s  a t  t h e  7  y e a r  level and from t h e  1 3  y e a r  level 
upwards did not fit I n t o  t h e  general pattern o f  increments estab* 
Ilshsd b y  t h e  remaining a g e  groups*
Froa the 8 year group w i t h  & points and 6 p o i n t s  for the beys 
and g i r l s  respectively* y e a r l y  i n c r e m e n t s  m  the a v e r a g e  of 2*36 
p o i n t s  for t h e  b o y s  and 2 *  i t  p o i n t s  f o r  t h e  girls w e r e  found up 
to the 14 year group which had mean scores of 24 for the boys and 
22 for the girls#
fhe difference between Geedenotigh aoras and Chagga mean 
s e o r e s  was s h e w n  i s  increase w i t h  e a c h  increase in a g e  level* the
difference for the boy® at tit# 8 year level vet® 14 point® and at 
the 12 year level* 22 point®* for the girls* ti»e difference wae
16 p o i n t ®  at tiie 8 year- level and 24 p o i n t ®  at the 1 2  year level*
' - ■ 5& ISThe African norm® of Minikin and Notcutt w e r e  lower than
the geodenoiigii norao, but higher than the cbftgv*'***** scores* A®
such the South African norm® seem inappropriate for use with the
Chagga*
There were a® Goodeneugh grade level norms for comparison* 
Grade to grade ineremeiite were found for the Chagga to extend 
f r o m  8  point® f o r  the h o y ®  a n d  6  p o i n t ®  f o r  the g i r l ®  i n  Standard 
1 t o  2 8  point® for the h o y ®  a n d  2 8  point® for the girl® at Stand­
ard VII. Above Standard VII the p a t t e r n  o f  increments broke down* 
b a r i n g  the scoring o f  the d r a w i n g ® *  the i n v e s t i g a t o r  noted 
that certain item® such a s  those p e r t a i n i n g  |o clothing* ears* 
hair and h e e l ®  took on d e c i d e d l y  African characteristics. These 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  c a n  bo c o n s i d e r e d  c u l t u r a l  o r  enviromaenta1 factor® 
which d i d  affect the s c o r e s  a c h i e v e d  b y  the A f r i c a n  s u b j e c t ® ♦
f e a r l y  i n c r e m e n t ®  w e r e  f o u n d  f r o ®  8  y e a r ®  t o  1 5  y e a r s *  T h e  
i n c r e m e n t s *  a ®  p o s t u l a t e d  b y  t h e  h y p o t h e s i s *  w e r e  n o t  o f  t h e  s a m e  
o r d e r  o f  m a g n i t u d e  a s  t h e  A f r i c a n  n o r m s .
H y p o t h e s i s  S t  T h e r e  w i l l  b e  n o  s i g n i f i c a n t  s e x  d i f f e r e n c e s *  
T h e  m e a n ' s c o r e s  o f  Chftgga b o y s  a n d  g i r l s  f o r  e a c h  o f  t h e
.4m  (n r r ,  ,,’rr irur^grr'inr-flHMriwrij-nr f- r> n m r-
¥ * Rankin* "Validation of the Soodenough praw-s-Mas Test 
f o r  African Children*" Journal f o r  Social Research * P r e t o r i a * .
1 ( 1 ) 1 3 2 - 6 3 *  1 9 5 0 *
*
B* Notcutt* "The Measurement of Mulu Intelligence*" Journal 
fey Social Research * P r e t o r i a *  1(2)* 1 9 5 - 2 0 8 *  1 9 5 0 *
mage Uvtis from 7 years to 17+ years were submitted to the t-test 
of tli# stgai.fleaase of %be cli ffer«nc@ between tiro weans of uncor- 
related groups inuring unequal frequencies* Significant differ#ness 
were noted at the 8, $ and 17+ year levels, fits diftmvtnmm 
securing at the remaining age levels were i nsigni ft cant* 78# 8
and 1 percent criteria were need as basis for rejecting the anil 
hypothesis* 78# 17+ year group had a significant difference at 
the 5 percent level only*
The hypothesis that no sen difference® exist was rejected 
for the @t 8 and 17+ year groups bet held for the remaining age 
groups*
hypothesis 6t The Goodenough test will net provide a com­
plete measure of predictive evidence in respect to an individual1# 
school success, but will do so were accurately as a general indi­
cator of group success*
Of the 77 1887 Standard 111, IV, VII and VIII pupils who 
went on to higher training at the completion of Standards IV  and' 
fill, SO pupils or ?i percent of the number, had Oraw-n-Man test 
scores at or above the median score for their respective age 
groups* Of the 36 pupils in these Standards in 1807 who failed 
either the Provincial or territorial examinations at the end of 
Standards Ilf and VIII, 91 .pupils, or 'Of percent of the total 
failures,' had j>r«v-a-Men test scores b e l o w  the median score for 
their respective age groups*
mWkmrmm the teat Identified better than thrmm^frnrtlm of the 
pnpila who were to go on to higher training or who wore to fall* 
there remained those pwpll# ter whom pm&imt&m m m  not accurate. 
Other taetor#* to addition to actual intellectual ability* «ee»~ 
ingly enter into examination situations and mmltm*
From thin windy* it eon bo said that the pupils having 
m m m m  atwe their respective group medians have e better them 
average ehanc® of qualifying for higher training* 0n the other 
M ,  pupils receiving scores below the median# for their age 
group bare a better then average chance of failing*
The natter of drop-out confuses the ioone because 9f percent 
of the drop-out ease# had score® above the median and 43 percent 
had aeore® below the median* 0m indication aa to yeaeen# for' 
drop-out® were obtained* One possible reaeon ie that the higher 
aehools lacked space© to satisfy ail the pupil® who qualified, 
it might alee Ini that some of the drop-out® were in feet failure#t 
but were not eXaealfied by their teaefeer# a# each for this study*
Of all the pupil® obtaining scores above the median, 44*9 
percent went on to higher training, 3*7 percent failedf 35*1 per­
cent dropped out of school and 14*4 percent repeated a Standard*
Of the total number of pupil# obtaining ©cores below the 
median* 11.1 per went went mi to higher training* 20*3 percent 
failed* 41*f percent dropped out of school and 27.7 percent re­
peated a Standard.
mThe data on repeaters indicated that the majority of these 
pupils, S§ j>ere®nt, were thee# having scores btlov the median*
the data ei failure* and higher training suggest* that meat of 
the repeater* # though they may benefit by an additional year at 
eeheel, have little chance of gaining atill farther higher 
training* fhia natter of repeater* requires farther study*
Fre* thee# finding** the postulate of the hypothesis held**
In general* the teat predict* for a group« hut individual differ* 
one** do arise which result in the predict lens being lee* accurate 
for individuals than for group*.
Predictions on the heel* of teacher ranking and on the heels 
of Gooden ougit scores In the Teacher Training Centres were net 
reliable* Correlation between teacher rank* and Goodenough score* 
was *23, too low to be significant« Prediction on the basis of 
scores alone was not possible as the teat, when used at this level 
of age and grade t was shewn to produce scores inconsistent with 
the general pattern of scores*
Hypothesis ft the usefulness of the Geodeneugh test for . 
purposes of classification* eowparisei* and predietlen will not 
hold with amlti-tribal groups*
Non-Chagga pupils and students were found in the Ashira 
Girls* Middle School and in the two teacher Training Centres.
Comparison was made between the Gkagga and non-Chagga M&rangw 
and Ashira t* f * 1 sad t* f« 2 Teacher fraising students * mean 
scores and tested by the t-t*st for significance of the differences 
between two means*
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Tb# null hypothesis was tenable Is each of the four tests#
The data obtained for this study do set indicate the tribal 
differences which were empectedr The number of individuals 
involved Is this analysis was snail# Findings concerning scores 
by age and grade level alee indicate a break-down of the Oraw-a- 
m m  test at age 15 and above and at Standard Til and above# The 
Teacher Training students are equivalent to Standard X and 11 
students and they are in the vast majority above 15 years of age*
The hypothesis, acco rd in g  to this analysis, is not te n a b le  * 
Further investigation Is required with populations of the age 
and grade levels at which the Gcodenough test appears most e f f e c t i v e *
Hypothesis it The usefulness of the Ooodeaeijgh test will 
decrease after subjects reach a particular chronological age 
level which has yet to be do to mined for the Chagga*
The analysis of scores according to age level indicates 
year by year increments up to the age of 13 years for both boys 
and girls*- Above 1# years there ware both increments and decre­
ments* The pattern was not consistent# The mean scores for the 
beys from 14 years to 17+ years were* 24* 23* 22 and 25* The 
mean score* for girls from 14 years to 17+ years werei 22* 24* 24 
and 22.#
Til# hypothesis holds as postulated* The test appears most 
useful for age groups up to 15 years#
A further generalisation incidental to the hypotheses postu­
lated, arising from the analyses, is the matter of age distribution
within standards and the related matter of repeaters*
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.A@@ d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h i n  S t a n d a r d s  w a s  f o u n d  t o  b e  v e r y  g r e a t  
I n  m o a t  i n s t a n c e s .  T h i s  i s  c o n n e c t e d  w i t h  t h e  p r a c t i c e  o f  p u p i l s  
r e p e a t i n g  a  S t a n d a r d  f o r  o n e  r e a s o n  o r  a n o t h e r *  B o t h  m a t t e r s  
r e q u i r e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n *  G l a s s  g r o u p s  a r e  h o i a o g o n e o u s  i n  n e i t h e r  , 
a g e  n o r  e d u c a t i o n a l  e x p e r i e n c e s  * T h e  t a s k  o f  t e a c h i n g  s a c k  m i x ­
t u r e s  o f  p u p i l s  w o u l d  s e e s  t o  b e  g r e a t l y  c o m p l i c a t e d  b y  t h e  
s i t u a t i o n *
iv* cwcimwm
1* T h e  G o o d e n o u g h  B r a w - a - M a a  t e s t  is u s e a b l e  l a  t h e  C h a g g a  
s c h o o l s  l a  t h a t  y e a r l y  i n c r e m e n t s  w e r e  f o u n d  u s i n g  e i t h e r  a  g r a d e  
o r  a n  a g e  c r i t e r i o n *  the t e s t  i s  m o s t  u s e a b l e  w i t h  c h i l d r e n  b e ­
t w e e n  t h e  a g e s  o f  8  a n d  1 5  y e a r s *  T h e  t e s t . i s  u s e a b l e  i n  S t a n d a r d s  
£ t h r o u g h  V I  w h e n  a  g r a d e  l e v e l  c r i t e r i o n  i s  u s e d *  T h e  w i d e  r a n g e  
o f  a g e s  w i t h i n  a  S t a n d a r d ,  h o w e v e r ,  s u g g e s t s  a g e  l e v e l  t o  b e  m o r e  
u s e f u l  t h a n  g r a d e  l e v e l *  F r o m  t h e  p o i n t  o f  v i e w  o f  m a t e r i a l s  r e ­
q u i r e d  a n d  a  ( M i n i s t r a t i o n  o f  t h e  t e s t ,  t h e  G o o d e n o u g h  t e s t  i s  u s e -  
a b l e *  T h e  c h i l d r e n  a r e  a b l e  t o  p e r f o r m  t h e  t a s k *  '
2 *  T h e  ( g e e d e a e u g h  a n d  t h e  S o u t h  A f r i c a n  n o r m s  w e r e  i n d i c a t e d  
to he t o o  h i g h  f o r  u s e  i n  t h e  c h a g g a  s c h o o l s  a n d  a p p r o p r i a t e  n o n e s  
a r e  r e q u i r e d *  I n  t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  o f  a p p r o p r i a t e  n o r m s *  m o d i f i ­
c a t i o n  o f  . d i r e c t i o n s  a n d  a  f u r t h e r  a n a l y s i s  o f  s c o r i n g  c r i t e r i a  
a r e  r e q u i r e d  t o . a d j u s t  t h e  t e s t  t o  t h e  A f r i c a n  e n v i r o n m e n t #
3 *  W h e r e a s  t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  w a s  n o t  v e r y  h i g h ,  i t  l a  e x p e c t e d  
t h a t  a  m o r e  r e f i n e d  s t u d y  w o u l d  p r o d u c e  r e l i a b i l i t y  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
m o r e  in a g r e e m e n t  with those r e p o r t e d  i n  the literature*
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4« the jpraw-a-Man toot; baa predictive value in respect la
groups ef pupils in that it 4mm identify In the majority of in­
stances , pupils who can qualify for higher training and pupils who 
will fall examinations*
3* Scoring of the toot and interpretation, of the results
must be carried eat by personnel familiar with standardised test­
ing and the use of psycho logical ttmasnrements* At the present time
these personae1 weald have to he the available administrative
persons already trained in the ime of each tests, and African
supervisory staff should he trained by them*
3* The Goodenough Intelligence test is useable in the Chagga
schools* with modifications and with the establishment of proper
African norms based upon the Tanganyikan population, the test ess 
become a valuable instrument for nee in classification, comparison 
and prediction*
f. m m  m m m u  m m m m m
1* la effect, this thesis has been a pilot study* directly 
related to the results of this study is the need for further in­
vent igntien concerning the modifications required to make the 
test more appropriate for use with Africans in the African environ­
ment* Following directly upon this is the need for study of score 
items* Adjustments seem in order to account for the type of dress, 
custom of going barefooted, facial and hair characteristics, and 
so on* Such an investigation could lead to the gathering of infor­
mation concerning the African chi Ids attention to details which 
would have a direct relationship to teaching methods*
im
2* Further investigation i# required to establish sound 
reliability evidence* the question* of sax difference*! mid tribal 
dtttemmmm have not been eeneiueiveXy a&avered, and as norms are 
established, it is essential to knew whet tier separate norms are 
required far the m m m  and far various tribes*
Xu conducting further research, the question of age diatri- 
but ion and the awsiber of pupils to be found ia all the Standards 
who are repeating or who have repeated a standard needs to he 
'mpt in mind# Samples should be mm drawn as to give adequate 
oases within all of the various strata* Wherever possible, pops- ' 
lotions sufficiently large so that equal frequencies nan bo ob­
tained by random selection should be used*
3*. Incidental to these reessmmndatlons is the reeo mnen Oation 
for research into the naffer of wastage and repetition*
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Tanganyika i* a largo compact blush of land in eastern 
Africa lying between Lake Victoria, Lake Tanganyika and lake 
Nyaaa and tin Indian Ocean* It U«« just l»Iar tin •^ntor, and 
it it bounded by Sanya, Uganda, the Congo, Northern Rhodesia, 
hy&salaad and Portuguese last Africa. Mount Kilimanjaro, nearly 
20,000 feet high, is located on the faxiganylloa-Kexkya border* 
fetal area of Tanganyika is sheet 342,888 square silos, about six 
tines the sise of England or shout as big as France, Germany and 
Belgium combined* It is slightly larger than South Sabots, ffebrusks* 
Kansas, Missouri and. less combined* the groat hulk of the country 
forme a plateau of 3,000 to 4,000 feet elevation. Climate varies 
from temperate in the higher areas to near tropical in the lew 
areas sad all along the coast«
the chief occupations are agriculture and.hording, the 
country is Just nee beginning to grow enough feed crops to meet 
its ess needs, but this with difficulty* Coffee, sisal, cotton, 
tea, sugar, so saute, tobacco and pyrethrum are groan for export* 
there are about %% Million settle and $14 million sheep and goats* 
Kifitral resources are as. yet little explored, though diamonds asd 
lead are already important to the country's economy, Coal» iron.
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tin, silver, tungsten, kaolin and salt are to bo found, but they 
are as yet undeveloped* Periodic drought, locust end tsetse fly 
invssiests, malaria, end other detriments a s poor roods, difficult 
eeaaamiicotions and so on hove their effects upon tie economy*
T h e  c o u n t r y  i s  divided I n t o  e i g h t  P r o v i n c e s  i n o r t h e r n  , L u k e ,  
Western, Central, Southern Highlands, Southern, E a s t e r n  a n d  f a n g s #  
C o n s i d e r a t i o n  has been given to subdividing the lake Province, and 
t h i s  s a y  hove been accomplished by non*
Thf population is about 99% African, 0*9% Asian and 0*1% 
European, which includes Americans* the 1940 African census and 
the 1949 non-African census report the following totals I 7,107,81? 
Africans; 58,49© Indians; 17,44$ Europeans; 12,72© Arabs; 3,940 
Goans; 2,844 Somalis; l#4? Coloured; ami 1,249 others* More recent 
censuses have been taken, but the restate are net available to the 
investigator at this time, fie Africans, according to the 1944 
census, are classified by over 201 tribes of which 110 bad less 
t h a n  10,000 members and six had over 240,000 mashers* The rate of 
i n c r e a s e  In African population is estimated at 1*8% p e r  annum.
The Africans of Tanganyika are for tbs most part bantu#
There are also Baaltic and Milo-bamitic people and a few aboriginal 
groups to be found there# The Africans, with the possible excep­
tion of the aboriginal groups, have come from the north and north­
east in a series of waves for several thousands of years* The 
last moves southwards were as recent as the eighteenth and nine­
teenth centuries# Intermarriage and conquest have crested such an 
intsmixtwre of the ancient racial stocks that it im difficult to
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define flie ancestries of the present peoples* The coming of the 
European to A fries during the tine of the last tribal wares south­
wards sewed to ©hecfe the flew# Vtiis has given stability te a 
condition whieh had been one of great fluidity since the earliest
of h i s t o r y #  It*is stability« together with teeters influence f began
t
a new era for the African#
ii. histohy
the first written record ssseeiatwd with East Africa and its 
people is generally considered te be the Parisian of JJ* Erythraean 
Sea, this is an account written by an anonyaous merchant seaman 
about @0 A*II. describing the trade routes free, the nerth «id east 
to East Africa. So mentions liens of trade as the pals ell nett 
ivory and ethers* From this report and trow the fast that some of 
the tribes in Madagascar and along the coast of last Africa are 
sextgeleld in aneeetry gives evidence of emmwmimtlem between Bast 
Africa and Arabia# India and the East as far as Borneo*
Persians and Arabs are associated with Bast Africa in the 
distant history. The mm$ Empire in this part of A fries existed 
from about 978 to 149S when the Portuguese entered the picture. 
Vasco de Bans touched the shores of last A fries about 1800* The
**. r. K. Kill (cpil.r) MM) J. P. mtt*t (•<*.), Tmngmjitot)
A Wirt*. fit, It* ».*.<«*.» and Tfr.lr D.y.lBg»|.1j <T*u«s*nyTE» Gor.rn-
jt y f- a- —  t'W&  iasa% 1sent i serwion# nngiano • aarroia ana seas* wo* * A woo## ^aapeers a
«md 4 sassiiii d. P* Hsffet Cod*)# H^ibeote of Tansanyiha (lad ed««
Bar «s miSSmii Government P rin ter ^ TMSTT^c E p le r s T a 3  4 passtot
and East Airlcsn loyal Commission tfJtfbrt (londons ler
jBa$I^^5^ffi5r7T^I>>^ESaptw®^eCT 3 passim*
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Portuguese took ©for from the Arab*§ and con tinned in power until 
about the early l?QQf&* The Fort ague so iat reduced pineapples and 
main* to this part of the world# and they accomplished little also* 
la the early 1700*0 lean Self bin Sultan of Baas drove the Portu­
guese out and again' the Arabs vers in supremacy* From 1729 te 1830 
there existed a kind of 100-years war between the lean of mmm and 
the independent Arab rulers of coastal settlements*
la 1830# Seyyid Said assumed complete supremacy# saved te 
Zanzibar and claimed a suzerainty ever all of what la nee Tanganyika , 
though in actual fast, the Arabs Here confined to the coastal belt 
of the m m  Tanganyika and Kenya areas* It was during this period 
of Arab supremacy, that the last eaves of African tribal movements 
southwards were taking place. Slave trade, which dates back to 
earliest of days, was a thriving business new* The 1$00*« saw the 
Saltan of g&oslb&r concluding treaties with the Halted States in 
1833* It was also during this period that exploration into the 
interior of Africa began*
On May 11, 1048, the Berman missionary kehmastit was the first 
white man to sight snow' covered Mount KHimaiijaro* Bis announce- 
sent of this snow-capped mountain almost on the equator was not 
readily accepted by the outside world* Krapi entered tbs Hssaibara 
mountain area southeast of lilimanlare* Burton and Speke crossed 
Tanganyika in 1888 • The names of Livingstone and Stanley, of 
Thompson, Johnston and others are associated with the opening up 
of Africa at this time* The german Celo&isatiea Society, tbs
Ills
German Society f«r the Exploration of Equatorial Africa, and the 
German loot Africa Company were tl«« name* aasociated with thin 
period aa Germany became eoleayraiadcd*
Unitor AaglraGermam agraement* of 1816 and 1S90, the area of 
East Africa mow known mm- Tanganyika, was asaigned to tho German 
sphere of influence and it waa called Gorman last Africa* During 
the German porAod colon! mot Ira attempt* ware made, exploratioii 
and amh|iigatlim of, the tribe* took place, and hath Protestant and 
Homan Catholic &l**iunary work expanded* The German period ended, 
a World War X casualty, when the Britieh accepted von lotto** 
Vorbeck* eurrender ra Movestber 28, 1917.
The Peace Treaty with Germany railed for realignment of
boundaries in Eaat Africa, and the area today known a* Tanganyika
/
era* placed under Mandate from the league of nation* with Great 
Britira bo lag given the reopen* ibility for adadmietratiesw
The period between the two World War* m m  a period of con- 
solidation and development im Tangany ka, Civil Administration, 
public health, education, law-making, railway devolepment, tee tee* 
fly, yaw and * leaping sickness pregrara,; land devwleiMiftt rad 
Indirect rule were only seme of the notable activities introduced 
and carried out by the Sritleh Adainiatration during Chi* period* 
Province* were created rad a legislative Council must organised in 
1926,
fheee programs were well underway by 1930 when the Great 
Depression hit Tanganyika hard* Recovery during 1935-1939 wan alow*
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Tensions in the rest of the world added to Tanganyika's difficult 
period as wwll* Then raws World War II*
paring World War XI, Tengaiiy 1 ka troops ewgegid in a^ uttpeftgee 
in India and Burma, Tanganyika endeavored to become so if-contained 
fra food so as to relievo tbs allied world of the problem of feed* 
log her* Agricultural activities were altered be cause of this*
After the war, and after the formation of the Halted Bailees, 
Tanganyika was wade a Trust Terri tray under the Trusteeship Council, 
and again the British government was given administration reopen* 
sibilAty* In the period since the Second World War, development 
has boon the keynote* African members were appointed te the 
legislative Council in 1945. In 1SSS and 1069 the first elections 
for seats in the legislative Council were held, inch province 
elected an African, an Asian and a European for these positions*
A Ten-fear Development Flan including a large number ef projects 
in all fields., as education, public health, agriculture, social 
development and no on, has been eeaplsted* Local government, which 
essentially swans gewerniiesi operating within existing tribal frame 
of government in the various tribal areas, has been strengthened, 
land reports have been wadi# ini ted Hattons Visit lag Missions 
have mads recommendations. The economy has improved#
At the present time, ’fanganyike, as many other African nations, 
is eager ter and somewhat impatient to achieve self-rale* Develop­
ment of the ©oratry and its economy, and preparation of the people 
for this goal is the purpose behind the activities of the Government•
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ffe* CluriaUixi Missions a w  preparing African leadership, and 
autonomoue f Indigenous Churches are forthcoming*
In review at the history, it can, be m m  that whereas this 
portion at Africa, has bmm known to great portions of the world 
for a long tine, it has only been in the twentieth eontury that 
the African hi moo If has been im the eon com of the nations haring 
interests in the country* This concern bam net always been for 
the African’s m s  welfare and developmentf however, his own welfare 
mid development has been behind the vast majority of activities 
and program which this half of s century has brought te Tanganyika* 
The African, net all, hut many, is covering in fifty or sixty years 
time matters of a cultural, social, political, economic and educa­
tional nature, and many more, which the West has taken centuries 
to evolve* That this covering is thinly spread in many areas is
therefore understandable* That there are many complex and difficult
2
problems in Africa is also imderstandable •
schools and formal education began with the missionary’* 
entrance into Tanganyika in the late lSOO’e* During the German 
period, in addition to the mission schools, educational work was 
instituted in the north and north-eastern portion of the country
1 X 1 *  E D U C A T I O N  X U  tjUttAJfflKA
and Its .. ey»
Afri
on*
Commission. ep» clt,, Chapter a passim
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by the German Government. The War of 1914*1918 disrupted the 
German Government's educational work and gave the mission school® 
a severe set bank.
The British* taking over the administration of the country 
after the war, had almost to make a completely new beginning* The 
first Director of Education was appointed in 1920. Be had limited 
resources and a drastically small staff with which to work. Bis 
primary concern was to re-open some of the pre*war schools and to 
train teachers. The missions re-opened and slowly began expanding 
their educational work also* The Phelps-Stokes Commission to 
East Africa in 1924 led to the establishment of the Colonial 
Office Advisory Committee on Education. A Command Paper of 1925 
led to conferences and eventually to the drafting of a Bill to 
establish a scheme for African education. A system of grants-lm* 
aid was approved by which mission operated schoolst called Voluntary 
Agency schools, could receive financial help.
The year 1926, when the Education Department received greatly 
increased financial aid, began a period of rapid advances in 
African education. From 1926 to 1931 schools multiplied, provisions 
were made for European and Indian education, and staff was increased. 
The Voluntary Agencies schools, as well as Government schools be­
came sounder than ever before, more standardisation of curriculum 
was achieved, and a system of formal education was well on its way. 
Then the depression. The depression brought the era of expansion 
to an abrupt halt; entrenchment occurred everywhere. The return 
to pre-depression days level of development was slow. World War II
m
again abruptly shift off expansion and curtailed development of 
schools,
During the Second World War, the Voluntary Agencies, es­
pecially the Lutherans, suffered severely* Most of the European 
personae I employed by the Lutherans in their work in Tanganyika 
were German* These Germans were loteraed for the war period, sad 
the work was left without staff* Government, coming to the rescue 
of the Lutheran schools undertook full payment of teacher's salaries, 
but the 1ads of European staff was another matter* American Lutherans 
in Tanganyika spread themselves thin sad took over the work which 
was formerly German Mission Socle tie# work* With Government pay­
ing salaries and American Lutherans providing staff, the perilous 
state of many schools was eased* The situation also placed heavy 
responsibilities open the African teachers and staff*
In 1947, following a visit by the Educational Advisor to the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, a Tea-te&r Plan far the develop­
ment #f African education went into effect, This plan called far 
four stages of schools! Primary Village schools, Standard* I to IVf 
Primary District schools, Standards V and VI$ Provincial Secondary 
Schools, Standards VII to X? and Senior Secondary Schools, Standards 
xi and XII*
During 1§SG*S1 revision of the fen*fear Plan was necessitated, 
and this called for the replacement or substitution of Middle 
Schools comprising Standards V through VIII for the Met riot Schools 
and tho removal of Standards VII and VIII from the Provincial
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Secondary Schools* this transition was completed by 19S7-S8 when 
virtually ell District Schools hod disappeared* the few remaining 
District Schools, which Voluntary Agencies were reluctant to give 
up, were in meet instances removed from grant earning statu#*
At the completion of the fen-tear Plan, a Five-Year Plan 
began in 1957* The emphasis of this plan is placed upon the improve­
ment of the quality of the existing primary schools, an increase 
in middle awheel taellitlea and staff, maximum development of 
secondary education, closer supervision, inspection and administra­
tion, and the development of an Institute of Education, as well a# 
an ether matters*
A standard curriculum for each Standard of each type of school 
is used by all schools recognized by Government* Teachers salaries 
and various grants are paid these recognised schools by Government• 
Supervision and inspection is carried eat by the Department of 
Education* Voluntary Agencies have their m m  supervisory staff 
which works in cooperation with the Government*# staff*
During the fen^year Flan, 1947-1956, the number of children 
enrolled in primary schools increased from 113,045 to about 339,000* 
Aided and maintained primary schools increased from 994 to mere 
than 2,@00* About 41# of the probable four-year primary school 
age group population was enrolled in these schools* The target 
had been set at 3^£*
Primary schools are ee-edueatietial* Middle schools are co­
educational, or boys* schools or girls* school#j the aoa-coeducationa1
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school# may be sit her day schools or bearding school# depending 
upon local conditions. Secondary school# and Tenchor Training 
Centres are Just entering the ere of coeducation.
The response to education by the Africans varies by tribe 
end locale* Wastage or drop-out is a serious problem in all of 
the schools* The Director of Education for Uganda estimated that 
out of every 200,000 children entering primary schools in East 
Africa, only 200 finish secondary school having passed the school 
leaving certification examination* In Tanganyika wastage during 
the primary course has decreased * Wastage scours either by volun­
tary drop-out, and this sometimes be cause of family pressures, or 
by elimination by examination* Examination* occur at the end of 
Standard IV and serves for selection of pupils for Middle Schools* 
There is an Entrance Examination after Standard VIII which serves 
for selection of students to higher training* Further examinations 
occur after Standard X and Standard Ell*
Another problem, which is being dealt with in various degrees 
of results and determination, is that of repeaters, children whs 
are retained is. a Standard or mere for another year* When drop­
out# occur, and places are available in a classroom,. it is indeed 
a temptation for the teacher to hold back & child for another year 
of work* The: teacher may have considerable pressure put upon him 
by families also* The slow learner benefit# by this, but also, 
this practice is more likely t# be an aid to the child who might 
have a difficult ties passing the Standard IV examination. The 
extra year of work may well be what is necessary to Insure him
manother four years of school work loo toad of completion of bio 
formal education at the end of Standard IV. This practice tends 
to give a wider range of age# in a particular class than would 
normally be experienced* Girls generally receive less attention 
than boys| however, this condition is rapidly disappearing*
Schools range from mud walled, dirt fleer structures to 
fine stone or cement block buildings with cement floors, good 
lighting and proper ventilation. The quality of teaching is in-' 
proving# In almost all primary.schools and middle schools, except 
in the ease of girls1 bearding, aches is, the teaching staff is 
entirely African* In the higher schools there Is an ever Increas­
ing number of African teachers of high qualification being employed* 
At the present time there is one African Secondary School which has 
as Bandmaster an African* This instance is but the beginning*
For all practical purposes, it can he said that formal edu­
cation in Tanganyika has been in existence only 30 odd years#
These years were interrupted by depression and war* There has 
always tees a shortage of staff and finances* The seeds and demands
are greater than the resources to fulfill them* Basic educational
3research has been a casualty of this condition*
1 Commission* 2Jt* til** chapter IS 
&evelepnsnt0f Education Among the
es Balaam* Government Printer, 1952}, pp. 3-11
I«W H«* t»r African Education 1987-1981 (Bar 
Mat Printer, 1988}.p. i * pp. 1-16.
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In the fallowing tables, Ho* refers to Uu number assigned 
to a pupil op student tor identification. Score is the score ob­
tained on the Goodenongh Bre***MNMi' test* Standards 111 and IV 
of Majnuigii hove too scores which wore used la determining the 
reliability of the test• Chronological Age* C« ie given in 
months. Standards 111* XV, ?IIf VIX1, T. f, 1 and T* f* a hove 
a column headed Prog, meaning progress# Supplemental inf ©mat lea 
woe obtained from the Heads of the respective schools as to the 
progress of the pupils and students in terms of continuance of 
formal education* The abbreviations found in this column are the 
following* I! » the pupil or student has gene on to a higher level 
of training! f * the teacher Training student has now qualified 
for certification as a teacher and la either m m  employed as a' 
teacher or is awaiting employmentf £ « the student or pupil was 
disqualified by lew marks on a Provincial or Territorial examina­
tion, or has been dismissed from school for scholastic reasons| 
j» * the pupil or student has cither voluntarily dropped eat of 
school, failed to obtain a pines in a higher school, or has been 
dismissed from school for reasons ether than scholastic! £ m the 
pupil or student has repeated his 1987 or 1888 Standard and is at 
present in a school 9 but one or tee years behind his fellows who 
took the Ooodenougii test with bln* The ISaratigu Teacher Training
126
Centre's T. T# 1 student's mmmrj has a col wan, TR, which con­
tain® the Training Centre4® staff ranking of the students*
127
I, MMMUMHT PRIMARY SCHOOL STANDARD Z
Bojr* Girl®
**« Bmm C*JU i MMn C»A«
u 93 1 32 3 33
a & 109 * 33 12 39
a m 96 I 34 4 99
4 $ 293 I 33 9 93
a n 91 I 39 2 90
8 9 93 i 37 9 9f
t " ? 94 y 39 § 99
8 i 39 10 109
9 ; ft * 40 3 im
10 3 93 i 42 4 203
111 11 93 s 42 24 84
12 3 92 i 43 9 m
*3 1 99 I 44 3 109
14 9 90 t 43 0 220
15 12 95 I 48 3 93
14 13 93 1 4f 3 222
•If 9 93 I 43 5 99
18 7 93 * ‘ 49 3 98
19 3 93 I 33 2 207
m 3 93 f §2 9 99
m 3 93 I 52 3 99
m 9 94 1 33 f 99
an48*49 10 93 t 34 3 202
94 13 m i 33 2 97
13 21 m f 99 3 94
23 1# 33 1 ff f 98
27 23 34 i 39 8 98
m 3 93 s 09 4 94
m 2 3 98 I 90 3 99




IX* HSH1M7 mtmturn jcitOQt, STANDARD XI
Boy» iI C&rlf
1§9* 4S,jewHk*iM*D«f»FV 1»»4* * m * Scor* 0*4*
X 12 114 * ' m 14 124
2 12 99 1 47/ 4 108
3 14 H I 1 48 7 m
4 If 109 1 99 9 105
§ 9 197 1 50 7 104
6 10 11© I 51 9 119
7 1# - 1X2 * m 9 1©S
8 1© 121 s Si 9 96
8 94 I 59 9. 108
X© 12 12© 55 7 120
XX 14 121 $ 99 1© 120
IE 12 Iff i 97 S 109
13 11 109 i 58 s 108
u f 105 99 1© 104
15 .7 119 60 If 159
If ia*** 108 I 91 9 108
17 1© 144 I 92 ' 7 108
If 9 109 * 99 4 108
19 ax 12© I 94 9 108
fo­ 8 |gg t 99 5 m
lk* 14 109 s m 0 144
22 1# 108 f 97 t 108
23 15 Iff $ 68 s iff
24 f 101 1 99 10 106
21 6 107 3 70 5 108
24 7 102 S 71 f 109
27 9 93 i 72 1© 120
29 12 120 « 79 5 108
29 4 144 3 74 S 108
It, I M A M f  PRIMARY SCHOOL m M i m s m  11
9490 « :01rl»
*•* 4<s#r« CUA* 1 Ho* ‘ B m m 0*1*
m a 144 # n T. 104
m i 103 * H 7 94
M’WF*^ i i 104 s
33 l i l i t t
34 10 iso i
33 i« tm t
m § 144 1
m f 113 t ^
a m.a98 14 - 144 #
39 14 iao i
40 9 104 i
41 f 108 i
43 96 ',«.
43 10 104 i
44 11 94 i
m  » 108 9
SIX. MUUNCO PRXtttBY SCBOOX, STAMMHD XXX
Begra i Girlo
Me* B m m m 0*2# Prif# IS#* C.A. . Frtf
2 8 2 2
1 12 f 20f E 12 2 1 117 8
9 11 21 144 a 12 1 8 178 8
2 7 9 299 & 19 1 f 282 f
11 22 222 54 1 2© 282 r
§ 19 9 299 SI 15 1 8 251 F
1 f 7 299 2 56 22 1 190 u
7 28 24 209 R If 1 1 209 8
8 m 9 190 2 H 1 8 298 8
9 n f 299 SI 59 28 9 281 0
10 29 If 12® 9 10 1 1 220 F
n m 21 221 II 12 24 22 227 St
m n i 290 8 12 1 7 289 F
m 9 9 199 r 19 18 24 281 9
14 22 29 299 8 14 22 12 282 it
12 22 29 Ilf 9 11 9 1 289 F
19 7 9 220 8 11 7 7 29© w
If 9 9 299 r If 22 2© 252 P
19 22 11 292 8 68 22 10 238 &
19 10 9 219 r 11 22 1 244 n
20 m 24 290 8 70 21 2© 244 ©
21 9 9 292 r 71 22 1 244 0
22 22 22 120 H 72 21 12 19© m
m 19 29 m W 29 12 244 0
m 10 m 244 74 20 21 221 M
m 9 12 299 F 78 8 12 290 fit
m 22 10 220 1 71 7 10 239 0
2f 9 9 120 9 77 20 9 138 F
29 24 It 292 r 78 21 11 244 0






/%**■■ Prog, * S*#
1 2
o* a • PF&a*
a» 11 8 133 0 '
30 4 6 106 a
31 11 0 132 R
m 11 f ■ im a
m 13 i:m 130
m la 3 130 m
m 10 f **• '^
m 13 10 113
if 10 t 133 i
33 10 10 120 a
m 4 4 133
m 1® i 130 i
u 11 14 100
m 33 > IS 133
43 3 13 130 3
44 10 4
43 11 11 130 3
44 9 11 133
4f 10 10 130, t
m 0 m m 144
49 4 m m 144 r
30 t m m 133 F
im
nr* m r n m m  primary scbool standard sir
a*
m > y s t ' d i r  1 «
IK#* mrnmm 0 * A « * * * * * I H e * S c a r e # ■■0*1# Prm&
I a t 1 2
■ I 1 1 1 2 3 D I 3 3 1 5 * M 1 0 0 B
a S 3 «*«* I T S 0 $ 3 4 1 ? 1 3 2 B
3 0 A M 1 2 0 2 1 1 3 1 3 MM* 1 2 3 B
4 1 0 W * 1 0 3 0 I 3 0 1 4 1 1 9 B
3 S 3 «N# 1 4 2 i> 1 3 7 1 0 «***■ 1 2 3 B
d n * * 1 4 4 * $ 3 0 I S — * 1 0 8 it
? 1 6 — 1 3 0 H 1 3 0 I S 1 2 7 »
t t 1 3 0 F 1 4 0 0 1 4 4 B
0 S t *N» 1 4 4 F i 4 1 1 3 K>«« 1 4 4 B
1 0 3 *r** 1 2 3 2 4 2 1 0 1 4 4 B
I S 1 3 «•#* 1 2 0 0 s 4 3 2 0 mm 1 2 0 B
S B 1 2 «M* 120 0 t 4 4 1 2 ■mm 1 2 0 D
S 3 I S *»«# 1 2 ? R t 4 3 1 0 mm 1 1 7 B
1 4 1 3 **•*» 1 3 2 R I 4 6 1 4 1 4 1 1 8 B
S 3 S B * * 1 2 0 H i 4 7 2 1 1 0 1 1 7 m
1 6 8 mm 1 4 4 0 I 4 8 1 4 1 4 1 4 4 B
If S t •M* m 2 i 4 9 I f 2 0 1 4 4 B
S 3 1 4 1 7 3 0 * 3 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 0 B
SB i 1 0 0 2 3 1 f 0 1 1 5 m
B O 1 0 «*** 1 2 0 0 i 5 2 I t 1 2 1 3 9 F
E l 1 8 S 3 1 3 2 2 5 1 1 5 1 0 1 3 2 F
it 1 2 9 1 2 0 1 I 5 4 1 3 1 3 132 F
3 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 0 2 $ 3 5 1 1 1 3 1 4 4 B
2 4 1 0 1 6 3 0 « 3 3 5 1 4 1 2 0 B
2 3 2 0 If 1 3 2 1 t if 1 5 1 2 1 3 2 B
2 0 0 7 1 4 4 F t 33 1 5 10 1 5 0 B
m S O S O 1 3 2 F * 59 S 3 1 3 120 B
m
itr, mammb n n o i  school otauwbd xt
I S i I S
as so ai r « so i? u  iae »
as is it us i i
M  U m  144 S t
si »  is ass s »
134
V. AHtIRA PHIMAHT SCHOOL STANDARD I
sir is
No. . 0^9^290^*99 0*2* t No. Bmm e»i*
1 9 »0 i If 9 109
2 13 §• » 10 3 90
3 e 90 « 19 4 100
4 if 100 t 20 9 109
5 9 xoa t ax S 99
0 11 xoe 22 10 109
f 6 108 i 23 f 100
6 8 100 t 24 9 m
9 f 100 * as 4 90
10 10 100 t as 90
11 14 99 i 27 8 99
12 0 99 t 20 f 90
13 4 109 * 29 4 10S
14 If i m t so 9 100
10 11 109 « 31 0 90
10 f 100 * 32 4 99
i 33 S 109
9 34 9 100
35 90
1 30 100
t if i 100
i 38 4 90
i 39 0 120
« 40 9 90
l 41 9 100
1 42 S 90
I 43 IS 100
s 44 0 90
VI. ASHIRA PRIMARY SCHOOL BYANJQAR0 If
38f8 01 y 1®
It®* S«iif' cui# t ft*. 9*A*.
I § lao t
m II.. . Jinw iulT'J i mm
m 6 106
a 6 im * ii 2 129
a. a 144 m. 2 199.,
4 a II« m 9 199
$ a 132 i 14 * 11 109
6 it in® 19 ' 9 129
f la 129 I 19 19 120
a it III t If 9 1.31®
i 19 199 s 19 i 199
i If 9 120
I 20 6 199
t 21 11 120
22 n 132
< 23 m 120
24 » 108
25 12 120
I 2* 14 121
t m 13 199
f m 14 129
f m 3 199
« m f 120
i 91 19 10ft













































































Till. ASHIKA PBItURT SCHOOL STAIfflARD X?
5 Girls
No, Seer* C#A* !• * B*» C*A* Frog*
1 13 143 B I 20 19 133 8
2 11 133 8 I 31 IS! 133 ft
3 10 130 8 ! 33 13 123 8
4 17 128 i 1 33 14 149 ft
6 13 143 D t 34 13 I'&H H
4 11 120 3 1 33 14 123 9
7 14 141 3 1 28 If 132 8
8 13 143 8 « 37 ■ 13 224 8
0 13 113 8 1 28 13 153 9
18 13 143 3 1 29 14 133 9
II 14 133 8 I 30 13 141 8
11 is■mMBrn- 133 8 1 m 13 232 9
13 15 113 B » m 13 220 9
14 13 133 8 1 33 13 fW® 9
13 3 132 8 i 34 10 242 0
13 11 130 8 t 35 13 240 9
17 14 137 D i 34 14 234 »
13 13 137 3 « 37 14 124 B





Sf, MARA800 BIOTSICT 8*aWQ*r stakdaub f
ffjfS 1 Girls
tilPfilPfP C*A. i Ho* C.A.
I If 142 i 24 If 121
a 10 144 l If If 120
2 11 182 if If .. Iff
4 17 Iff 1 a? 20 144
a 12 144 1 m If 144
4 If 142 1 24 12 142
■t 11 Iff ' i 20 17 122
a m Iff t : 21 17 121
9 12 Iff s m if 144
io u Iff i
ii 17 142 s
12 17 If? i
13 11 Iff l
14 If 142 t
If 11 Iff I
16 20 Iff I
If If 140 i
18 20 142 !
if if 142 *
m 14 Iff I
at If Iff 1
m I f If? i
m 12 142 I
239
X. M M A M B  MBTRICTf SCHOOL STASMHD ft
JPHyfi 31*1*
n*t Seor# 3*4* t 3«t £««*• 0*4
t as 132 I It 13 13®
i ai 133 i 2® 30 131
3 13 133 i 21 21 143
4 20 lit * 22 20 133
5 33 133 l 23 13 172
C 20 133 f 24 26 123
7 23 133 i 32 13 lit
a 33 135 t4Wr *
a m 134 1
10 13 13? 1
ii 23 133 I
12 13 133 i
13 24 133 i
14 23 133 I
13 25 133 1
13 m 13® t
If m ISO 1
m m Iff t
1*0
XI. M M U m U  MIBOl* 8CH60t STAHBAKD V <*018 WtX)
Boys i '■ Boys
So* B m m 0*4* i 14* toots . Oil*
* 10 142 I 22 27 240
& 10 144 l ft 21 130
3 IS 170 « 03 23 143
4 09 190 i 24 19 242
3 ’ 11 143 i 29 20 107
4 19 146 I 29 20 197
7 20 140 I 27 24 230
i ai 199 i 29 2* 272
« 04 194 i 2# 25 244
10 .15 103 I 30 27 147
li ..SI 144 * 31 12 144
11 19 14* s 92 26 262
11 30 143 i mm if 240
14 21 144 * 04 23 290
11 29 144 i 95 24 290
16 20 140 i 34 24 290
If 24 291 t 37 24 233
10 09 194 I 30 m 168
10 10 253 i 39 9 144
20 19 190 * 40 22 209
141
MB, n u u m » mxsbik mama, standard n  (wrs onud
233^ 3 ■ 8*ye
HO« iiirt C.A. S No. Seor# €p*A#
1 22 * xa xa xao
2 31 186 1 20 xa xaa
• xa isa t SI xa xaa
4 23 xaa t 22 xa If4
3 m 160 # S3 34 XfS
6 m xax t 24 36 xaa
f m las « m 30 13?
0 xa XS3 i 23 21 xas
9 14 133 * s?, ... 22 174
10 S3 160 i 23 32 133
XX m lit • 29 34 ’ 143
12 m xaa I 30 25 xaa
13 22 Wf 1 31 18 xaa
14 32 xm I 32 41 vm
13 It 152 t 33. 33 X44
xa 4# 168 t 34 21 m
If as Xf3 f 33 32 133
xa 2? 159
143
XIII. Mijumv H R U  SCHOOL SCAMBUW TII (BOIS OMUT)
■ 4 P * ' i Boy*
8 © # 4 6 8 7 4 C*Jk, 1*744* « » « * S e © r * 0 #  A * ■ n r « *
I 4 # I f f r i 1 2 sa 1 7 4 a
a a t I f ® i I S as 1 7 7 »
3 2 6 1 7 4  . i 1 4 s i ' I T S ft
4 i e 1 4 8 i I S 1 7 lift ft
S S I 1 7 4 R i 1 4 2 8 1 7 0 a
4 1 4 i t i ;- . 8 « I f m 1 4 2 ft
7 24 1 6 6 ft « 1ft m 1 0 1 o
ft 1 4 1 8 0 14 m 1 7 2 ft
t 1 7 14ft 8 » 20 3 0 1 7 2
1 0 2 8 1 4 8 ft i 2 1 s i 1 4 4 a
1 1 S O m 8 i 42 as 1 7 4 ft
143
xnr. mutim tamos school standard vxiz (hois only)
Poyff i 08f^ f
Sift* Score 0*4 * ff#f # » Ko. Score C * A * *****
I 35 Iff H i If If 180 B
2 0$ Iff 8 * If If Iff 0
3 id Iff r § If If Iff r
4 23 104 r » If if 194 f
5 m Iff 9 i 20 22 Iff 0
f m 101 9 i 21 25 182 0
7 m 190 9 i 22 m 180 r
0 m 204 8 § 23 a? 101 9
9 33 Iff 9 § 24 37 iff a
10 00 Iff 0 i 23 3? 191 0
11 0$ 185 » i 20 28 Iff 9
12 01 Iff 8 X 27 41 173 8
m If Iff 9 ft if 38 203 9
14 28 Iff 8 t if 33 Iff a
15 20 Iff r t
1M
XT. ASH IRA MMOLE SCBQOL STANDARD V (GIRLS OKUf)
ISkM||gft aitlS 1 KOfi<4l^|fa Olrls
it* ' ■lit tt €«** 1 Ho. i m €r#A#
I 13 147 t m 11 lit
a 13 - t t r I m It 141
$ 30 i n i m m 140
4 m im I at 14 lit
m im I to 14 151
6 ta 140 1 31 14 lit
» 21 ita s m 14 lit
« u 162 * tt If 150
a 14 130 i 54 m lit
10 It I4t l 35 ■ at It?
ii If tan 1 m m It?
12 If 158 I
13 It lit i
14 21 lit «
U It 144 t
m If lit i
W It lit «
it 18 164 i
it at 165 t
20 it lit i
21 21 I M »
22 If 15? . i
at at lit i
at it lit $
26 m 184 . 1
145
3S?I* fffffpt* MW&tM iOlfttl, BTAMBAU® VI (0IRI$ GMM)
<3iu ij^ p i f$ 0 y *ls  ■ • t M o n —C h a g ip a  C S Ijp I*
id* Score 0*4 * I 05# seon 0*1 *
i It 140 11 It 168
a 27 100 m at 188
3 ta 100 m 26 165
4 10 16® 24 18 175
5 10 1ft 26 18 174
5 m lit 24 18 184
? m 150 27 10 100
9 if 16® 20 m 180
9 at 104 29 m 108
10 at 150 m m lit
11 10 102 ai m 187
it m 170 at 10 100
13 it 156 03 27 170
14 ai 100 04 18 157
15 at 102 05 17 182






M U *  ASKUU WHMJR SCHOOL flTAHBARB VII (GIRLS ONU)
Girl* i • 950H69h8S99 011*1®
*»* finftfii e#A» . ' 7990 * i We* S«or* 6*4 « f t w 'r ,  isPwWg.
1 m 109 2 If 19 180 B
2 m 192 8 , i 18 19 179 M
i m 190 8 10 22 i m 8
4 m 104 * i 20 26 i m 8
s im■ Smf 121 2 * 21 07 im 8
8 22 124 H f m m 174 &
7 m 170 8 i m m 198
8 m 104 0 24 07 180 U
9 29 100 H m 00 190 8
10 20 170 9 « m 29 100
11 12 172 r i m 21 108 8
12 11 102 2 t m 30 178 8
12 20 209 H i 29 10 190 2
14 29 100 8 i
15 20 104 a i
10 10 180 r i
147
XVIII, JUIHIBA MIDDLE SCHOOL STANDARD VZXI (GIRLS ONLY)
fhay|jm fHiPlS I Non-Cbagga Oirl*
No, 0f4# fast* * I§9« 8MB® I*# c *& # *****
1 m 18S 9 1 IS If Iff m
2 m 182 9 s 14 24 202 a
0 it i?9 B t If 24 19? H
4 19 212 r t IS If 199 n
s m ISf 9 1 19 24 204 8
% 19 iss 9 * 20 12 219 n
f is 188 H i 21 IS 10? m
if 201 9 * 22 19 21S »
9 ai aos 9 I as IS 191 0
10 0? Iff 9 24 21 168 a
11 19 1T9 H t as SI 214 H
12 22 m a 1 as as 213 a
10 20 lit 9 x . 0? m i?4 a
14 21 180 9 i as as 204 8
i 29 29 S' jflfcS' 9^4, $9%* OTEMt-Jfc ptW&
Hff t iHftApfqfl fEMSfflftt WAIUtMQ
raw* ISM mnmrnm ( m m  m m )
145
Qjifi JSEflffl t&ynt « StAvii•:« aflWawflwlr-- wwwWWij^ y^^ 1
&o* C.A. Til fvtg* $ to* §wm. 0*4*
a m 5*5 f i 20 44 215 t
a m att 1 f i 21 14 f
a m 225 If f i 22 33 211 ?
4 19 213 I f * 23 IS a n f
5 m 9 f 9 24 at a m f
i 34 221 10 7 S 25 it m t 1
7 m 210 It * 1 26 21 254 f
8 M 12 f i 27 29 210 f
9 23 ait 5 * I m 21 243 f
10 m 11 * J 29 41 205 f
11 m a n 4 f 1 30 20 a n t
12 33 140 it f* « 51 40 m $ f
m at ^0.0 19 r 1 It 20 215 r
u at 215 14 t I 33 m 217 t
m at aao 2 t I 14 22 214 t
M 30 210 t t I m it £ffh&4WWP t
17 29 209 It t 1 it 29 205 t
m it 214 11 t $ 17 22 ffM t
m It 227 0*5 t 1 It IB, 227 r
I m 21 214 f
1 40 29 214' f
1 41 at 229 t
1 42 it flam t
1 41 41 225 f
t 44 it 204 f
$ m 29 214 f
*.. 46 10 217 w
t 47 23 139B^f4t49 t
« 48 at 220 t
149
3gx# fftijm&n isuiMING
secckd iea» & m m m i t m x B  m m )
f^ PfMyffc Bava "S9|NB
Up# O'# A* tTBP®* Ho. B m m C • A • 9*fg
* 30 220 f 23 24, 247 w
2 12 843 f 24 22 244 t
24. 239 f 28 21 242 f
* If 224 f 26 21 274 f
1 28 S M 7 27 33 232 V
6 If 224 t 25 m 237 f
7 22 288 f 29 m 207 f
8 20 240 1 30 m gyy f
9 20 270 f 81 m 218 f
10 m ' 235 T 32 40 247 f
n m 227 T 33 14 230 f
m m 211 r 34 37 204 t
m 18 243 t m 20 314 7
u 24 220 f 33 27 232 f
is 27 243 t 37 39 233 t
19 m ja.jj.ia * 33 27 244 f
If 24 218 T 39 28 230 r
18 12 244 T 40 27 283 »
19 21 244 r 41 12 920 t
20 31 OAfl8# WW# » 42 28 243 t
21 21 a*s f 43 28 387 t
22 If 820 f 44 23 240 r
t 48 46 223 8
552SS
GirlsW^PQpWqjp' i N«wa~Ckagfc& 0iri»
3ft*. amr»; 0*A* in§i § §i»» FiMMPft C*2*
1 22 3110 t i f 3 227 W
a at 205 t i 2# 30 232 f
a to 332 t i 11 .33 303 Mt-
4 2# 333' t > 23mtim 27 232 f
$ 20 202 t i 23 23 329 f
9 03 2033 W t » 2# 15 213 F
7 27 a***JMP9 ' ■» 1 15 as 210 f
8 fUE 323 3*¥ f 23 20 204 f
$ If 23 229 t
i 23 30 223 t
0 23 21 220 3
* 20 30 210 f
i 32 25 204 f
« 2$ 23 324 f
151
H U ,  fttiftagn
XRAM STV&EXT8 (0XRLS Olill}
ft UMi 'HClfff yflpfll CltfX®
No* mm* • n»* Scar* €*t* f>r*i
1 00 212 t 6 it 410 f
a m mm t f 14 410 f
3 m att * 8 14 414 f
4 at 234 t 9 m 416 t
a at aa? t 10 37 416 f
11 25 400 T
12 14 414 f
11 30 2M f
14 14 414 f
15 44 440 f
14 34 410 t
IT 25 222 t
14 44 416 t




Io COMPARISON OF DRAWINGS BY CHAGGA
>
AND GOODENOUGH YOUNGER CHILDREN
FIGURE It Marangu Primary School Chagga girl, ago 105 Booths* 
Standard I, No* 40* Total score 9* Credits, 1, 2, 3, 4a, 4b, 5a, 
7a, 10a and 15a*
FIGURE 2s Goodenongh Figure 42* Italian boy, age 90 Booths• 
High first grade* Tetal score 11* Credits, 1, 2, 3, 4a, 4b, 7a, 
7b, 7c, 9a, 10a and 10b*
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II. COMPARISON OF DRAWINGS BY CHAGGA 
AND GOODENOUGH OLDER CHILDREN
FIGURE 3s Ashira Middle School Chagga girl, age 184 months. 
Standard VII9 No. 8. Total score 32. Credits, 1, 2, 3, 4a, 4b,
4c, 8a, 5b, 8a, 6b, 7a, 7b, 7c, 16, 9a, 9b, 9c, 10a, 10b, 10c, 11a, 
lib, 12a, 12b, 12e, 12e, 14a, 14c, 15a, 15b, 16a and 17a.
FIGURE 4s Geedenough Figaro 50. Negro girl, age 167 months. 
Lev fourth grade. Total score 30. Credits, 1, 2, 3, 4a, 4b, 5a, 
7a, 7h, 7e, 7e, 8a, 8b, 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d, 10a, 10b, 10c, 11a, lib, 
12a, 12b, 12d, 12c, 13, 14a, 14c, 16a and 17a.
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III. DRAWINGS FROM WHICH THF LOWEST 
AND HIGHEST SCORES WERE OBTAINED
FIGURE 5s Marangu Primary School Chagga girl, age 90 months, 
Standard I, No0 36. Total score 2. Credits, 1 and 2.
FIGURE 6s Marangu Middle School Chagga boy, age 173 months. 
Standard VIII, No. 27. Total score 41. Credits, all points 
except 7e, 9d, lOd, 13, 14b, I4e, 14f, 16a, 16d and 18b.
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$
FIOOTE U  Mnmngn Teaehnr Training C.ntre *f*
226 M nths. T. T. 1, »•. Totol •eor# 46, Credlt,» al
pninta nxenpt M, 10d, 10#, 18* nnd ISb.
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IV* EXAMPLES OF FACIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AS DRAWN BY CHAGGA CHILDREN
